Understanding Implicit Bias in Narrative Training Evaluations: Assessing the Effect of Proactive Education on Minimizing Bias in Narrative Assessments on Attitudes and Knowledge of Trainees in a Psychiatric Residency Program

Primary Category
Assessment – learner (summative, formative, programmatic) or program

Presenters
Meredith Spada, MD, Western Psychiatric Hospital
Mike Travis, MD, Western Psychiatric Hospital
C. Haley Walker, MD, Western Psychiatric Hospital
Neeta Shenai, MD,
Piper Carroll, MD,

Educational Objective
1. To develop a novel curriculum to aid residents in writing narrative clerkship evaluations and letters of recommendation.
2. To determine the perceived effectiveness of a two-part educational series on implicit bias in narrative evaluations of trainees and faculty.
3. To help residents better understand the nature and roots of differences in language use in narrative evaluations

Practice Gap
Narrative evaluations are an important part of the assessment of medical trainees and faculty alike. These evaluations, which include individual rotation/didactic feedback and letters of recommendation, are often, along with test scores and the interview, used to distinguish individuals in applications to residency, fellowship, and academic promotion. The available literature demonstrates consistently that significant differences in language of evaluations associated with gender and race or ethnicity permeate current practices in written evaluation. In general, females tend to be described using more communal and trait-based language than males, and underrepresented in medicine individuals are described using trait-based and doubt-raising language. Despite how often narrative evaluations are utilized in academic practice, available data and recommendations for how to write them in a way that minimizes implicit bias are not consistently disseminated or taught at a residency level of training.

Methods
Psychiatry residents at our large tertiary academic medical center were informed of the two-part educational series which was housed within our residency program’s Respect, Responsibility and Equity in Medicine Curriculum, a longitudinal curriculum that addresses racism and inequities within medicine and psychiatry. Prior to the start of the two-part series, residents were emailed an anonymous, voluntary electronic survey which assessed their knowledge of observed differences in
written narrative evaluations based on race/ethnicity and gender, as well as resident comfort in discussing these topics and confidence in addressing the concepts in their clinical practice. After the two-part didactic series, which explored trends in language use in the written evaluations of medical students and residents by faculty, as well as written evaluations of faculty by residents and medical students, attendees were asked to complete an anonymous and voluntary electronic survey assessing if learning objectives were achieved. Descriptive statistics including mean and standard deviation were collected. This project was approved by our university’s Institutional Review Board with exempt status.

**Results**
21 participants responded to the pre-survey, and 19 participants responded to the post-survey. Participants were residents at the level of PGY1 to PGY4. In the pre-survey, 52% of participants comfortable to very comfortable writing narrative evaluations, while in the post-survey, 84% of participants felt comfortable to very comfortable in writing narrative evaluations. In the post-survey, 95% of participants found the didactic series helpful, and 84% of participants felt this didactic series was relevant to their future practice. Data are still under review and further results will be presented at the time of the meeting.

**Conclusions**
A proactive educational series on implicit bias in narrative training evaluations was well received by our residents, with the vast majority reporting a positive experience with the series. Data collected indicated growth in knowledge and comfort on this topic. We believe our educational intervention can be tailored to the needs of other programs interested in developing such a series.

**Scientific Citations**


Establishing an Integrative Care Program in a Community-Based Child & Adolescent Psychiatry Fellowship Program

Primary Category
Assessment – learner (summative, formative, programmatic) or program

Presenters
Heide Rollings, MD, Pine Rest Christian Mental Health Services
Kellen Stilwell, BS, MD, Pine Rest Christian Mental Health Services

Educational Objective
1. Understand the rationale for implementing and improving integrative care training for Child and Adolescent psychiatry trainees
2. Share a large-scale Pediatric integrated care model involving C&A trainees
3. Discuss obstacles and solutions to implementing a trainee-supported pediatric integrated care model in a health care system

Practice Gap
Pediatric mental health care needs have grown and changed over time:
• Pediatric mental health demands have increased over time with an estimated 34% increase in prevalence between 2012 and 2018. (Tkacz and Brady)
• In the face of growing need for pediatric psychiatric care and workforce shortages, there has been a call for innovative methods of providing psychiatric care with the existing workforce. (Axelson 2021)

Integrated care models are one method of increasing access to pediatric mental health care and education for trainees in these models is essential. ACGME milestones for psychiatry trainees include understanding models of integrated care, serving as leaders of care teams, and implementing these models. (ACGME Milestones). Research supports integrative care in adult populations (Ratzliff et al.) with burgeoning evidence in pediatric mental health care (AACAP Clinical Update). Our goal is to share and disseminate an integrated care model within our child and adolescent psychiatry training program.

Methods
In this poster, we will identify our process of working closely with nine, diverse pediatric practices including 54 pediatricians in implementing a successful integrated care program that encompasses fellows. We will review stakeholder meetings with pediatricians and the Child Psychiatry leadership team early on in the process that led to a needs assessment and defining our targeted patient population. We will identify the key components as well as the evolution of our integrated model which initially included consultative care, curbside consultation, and educational learning sessions and later expanded to include collaborative care. As a part of our presentation, we will highlight how fellows were incorporated into each component of the model to both address patient care and to create educational opportunities. We will also share tools that were used to assess
implementation success. PGY-5 Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Fellows have been involved directly with provision of care within the model, and didactic programs have been tailored to enhance their learning experience while meeting ACGME learning requirements.

Results
We will highlight descriptive statistics of the patients served within each component of our model as well as conditions treated. We will identify direct pediatrician engagement both during psychiatric consultation and curbside consultation times as well as during educational learning sessions. Longitudinal survey data assessing pediatricians comfort in providing psychiatric care will be shared. A break-down of fellow educational experiences including clinic time and didactics will be presented. Lastly, we plan to identify strengths and barriers that existed in implementing our integrative care model.

Conclusions
This poster will identify an integrated care model involving pediatric mental health care in a child and adolescent psychiatry fellowship training program. Future directions that the presenters will highlight include expansion of model to practices outside of current model, expand covered mental health needs (e.g., ADHD, substance use disorders), conduct cost analysis, examination of potential secondary outcomes of the model (inpatient admission, ED presentation, utilization of other services, referral rates).
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Title
Structural Competence Educational Case Report: Developing Structural Competence Training for Psychiatry Residents Through Community Engaged Quality Improvement Work

Primary Category
Curriculum

Presenters
Stamatis Zeris, MD, Hennepin County Medical Center & Regions Hospital
Sophie Scharner, MD, Hennepin County Medical Center & Regions Hospital

Educational Objective
1. Become familiar with Metzl's 5 part structural competence model.
2. Describe how the structural competence model can be applied in the course of post graduate psychiatric training through community driven quality improvement and interdisciplinary community engagement work.
3. Understand how structural competence goes beyond cultural competence.
4. Discuss how authentic community engagement is a requisite aspect of structurally and culturally responsive care and psychiatric training.
5. Understand health disparities present in psychiatric outcomes after inpatient psychiatric admission and the role that religious minoritization plays to perpetuate these disparities.
6. Analyze one resident's experience with this work and the learning objectives achieved through out.
7. Appreciate how this model of structural competence training can be used to expand on cultural competence curricula.

Practice Gap
Guidelines for structural competence training include development of training programs that encourage physicians to intervene in upstream, structural, social, and environmental contexts that underlie psychiatric disease. Access to culturally responsive mental health care for the Somali population in the United States is a challenge. Our health system and residency program is located in Minneapolis, MN-- home to a large Somali-American community. Quality improvement work in our health system has shown a significant association between religious identification on psychiatric outcomes. The literature on this disparity suggests several possible areas of intervention: mental health stigma, mistrust of Western medicine, the importance of Islam in health decision making, and the need to nurture relationships between healthcare providers and community leaders. Community assessments conducted by our health system, have identified similar concerns leading to increased investment in strategies to address these concerns.

Methods
The Muslim Spiritual and Mental Health initiative is a multimodal community engagement and quality improvement initiative which seeks to build trust between the Hennepin Healthcare and the Somali-American community, reduce stigma through community based psychoeducational interventions, and integrate Muslim spiritual care during psychiatric discharge planning and
outpatient follow up care. We partnered with Open Path Resources (OPR), a community based organization that advocates for East African Immigrant communities in Minnesota, and Hennepin Health care.

The resident interventions during this initiative focused on several aims:

- Basic psychiatric training of Muslim Spiritual Care providers at Hennepin Health care that will interact with psychiatric inpatient teams
- Provide psychoeducation in community centers and Mosques
- Liaison with inpatient psychiatry teams, residents, community centers and Muslim chaplains
- Analysis of quality improvement metrics and development of interventions to reverse disparate psychiatric outcomes in this population

Mentorship through the resident's involvement focused on reflecting on Metzl's five-part structural competence model which include:
1. Recognize the structures that shape clinical interactions
2. Develop an extra-clinical language of structure
3. Rearticulating “cultural” formulations in structural terms
4. Observing and imagining structural interventions
5. Developing structural humility

Results
A qualitative analysis of one resident's experience throughout this project.
Statistical analysis of QI metrics will be reported and available by October 2022 and we plan to share this information at the meeting after review by community representatives.

Conclusions
Islamophobia, xenophobia, and racism as forms of social exclusion, like other social determinants of health, exist both within and outside the walls of health care system. These forces serve as barriers to equitable access to care as well as risk factors for poor mental health outcomes. The Muslim Spiritual and Mental Health project is a community led initiative that is described in this report and hopes to address these concerns as an iterative improvement process. In this report we describe how resident involvement in community engagement work can be a rich experience that facilitates structural competence. We hope this report will inspire other programs to develop larger scale experiences and curricula that address structural competence.
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Title
Learning to Advocate: A Guide for Psychiatry Trainees

Primary Category
Curriculum

Presenters
Gillian Sowden, MD, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
Jessica Weeks, MD, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center

Educational Objective
1) To examine why advocacy should be a formal part of graduate medical education for psychiatry residents
2) To demonstrate ways psychiatry residents can be introduced to advocacy in medicine, while also becoming educated and effective advocates for our patients
3) To provide psychiatry residents with concrete examples of what advocates in medicine have accomplished
4) To demonstrate experiential opportunities for psychiatry residents to engage and lobby to local politicians
5) To discuss ways to analyze resident willingness and feelings of readiness to engage in advocacy through their future careers pre- and post- curriculum

Practice Gap
In recent years, there has been a large drive to incorporate advocacy into formal medical education. The American Medical Association has called for physicians to view themselves as advocates and believes that it is part of our ethical obligation as physicians to be an advocate. As psychiatrists, while we have the medical and practical knowledge to influence and guide policy and law, there continues to be a paucity of examples of what advocacy in medicine means, or how to train trainees in being effective advocates.

Many residents may not be aware how to build advocacy and lobbying into a fulfilling career as the practice of creating and analyzing policy is a skill many physicians do not typically learn in residency. Through this curriculum, residents will learn practical ways to get involved in advocacy, and skills they can use to influence policy, law makers and local communities.

Methods
We created a curriculum with the goal to teach and train residents how to be an advocate for our patients and profession. The curriculum consists of didactic sessions, panel discussion and practical experiences of getting involved in advocacy and state level policy changes. The curriculum spans all four years of adult psychiatry residency training, involving the following sessions: PGY1: Introduction to advocacy; PGY2: How to be an effective and educated advocate; PGY3: Panel discussion with current advocates in psychiatry; PGY4: Participation in a state psychiatric society sponsored advocacy day and testifying before legislation. Residents will be asked to complete pre- and post- session surveys on their willingness to engage in advocacy in their future career, and their
feelings of readiness to be an advocate. We will also measure whether there is change in residents’ participation in advocacy related projects to evaluate whether the curriculum was effective at increasing advocacy involvement.

Results
Prior to starting the curriculum, residents will complete pre-session surveys which focus on their willingness and self-reported feelings of readiness to engage in advocacy. After each of the four sessions they will complete a post-session survey. We will also record whether there is a change in residents’ participation in advocacy projects. This data has not yet been collected though data will be available by the AADPRT national meeting in early March. This poster presentation will also demonstrate the nuts and bolts of how to implement an advocacy curriculum that spans all four years of training. During PGY1, the curriculum will focus on introducing students to advocacy in medicine and define what advocacy is. During PGY2, the curriculum will expand further to describe policy creation, the legislative process in our state, and give further examples of how to be an effective advocate, including identifying projects in which residents can personally participate. During PGY3, trainees will participate in a panel discussion with current advocates in medicine. Finally, during the PGY4, trainees will have the opportunity to practice the skills they have learned in the prior 3 years by participating in a state psychiatric society sponsored advocacy day. Trainees will have the opportunity to testify in front of legislation in a public hearing.

Conclusions
Throughout the years there has been a call for physicians to become more engaged in advocacy. Just as we learn how to perform a patient interview, becoming an educated and effective advocate is also a skill that requires development. Advocacy, however, is not routinely taught in graduate medical education. This curriculum has been developed to give trainees exposure to advocacy and to provide opportunities to practice and get involved in various advocacy projects. Through this poster, we aim to illustrate how to implement an advocacy curriculum that spans all four years of training.
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Maximizing Addiction Training to Benefit Residents and the Community

Upon completion of the poster review, participants will be able to:
1. Understand the value and potential of the AAAD-AADPRT Virtual Visiting Scholar Award which enabled a partnership between LSUH-Shreveport Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine and Dr. Amy Yule, Vice Chair of Addiction Psychiatry at Boston Medical Center, that fostered the creation of a more robust addiction curriculum for residents at all postgraduate levels. With the expert guidance of Dr. Yule and the AADPRT Addictions Committee, we identified resources and established partnerships to prepare our residents to more fully meet the substance use treatment needs of our community.
2. Describe a methodology for integrating addiction treatment best practices through the creation of an Addiction Training Track that includes didactics, training in motivational interviewing, and outpatient and inpatient hands-on experiences with the option of buprenorphine waiver training for PGY3 and PGY4.
3. Identify strategies for engaging residents in community collaboration around addiction issues.

Methods
With the support of the AAAP-AADPRT Visiting Virtual Scholar Award, two projects were undertaken. First, the addiction curriculum was reviewed and an action plan to create an Addiction
Track formulated with Patient Care and Medical Knowledge competencies and sub-competencies clearly defined. Resident satisfaction with the new curriculum, PRITE scores, the number of residents completing buprenorphine waiver training, and the number of residents pursuing addiction fellowship will be monitored.

The second project, creating a resident and fellow led training curriculum on the impact of substances on child development for the staff of our local DCFS, courts, and school districts, involved perfecting resident/fellow research and presentation skills. The AAAP/AADPRT Visiting Scholar, Dr. Yule, provided expert consultation to the project which will be posted on the LSUH Shreveport Institute for Childhood Resilience website in 2023. Online access and in-person attendance at presentations will be tracked and will include attendee pre and post presentation knowledge surveys.

Results
Pending.

1. Implement an Addiction Training Track during the 2022-23 training year that includes didactics, training in motivational interviewing, and outpatient and inpatient hands-on experiences with the option of buprenorphine waiver training for PGY3 and PGY4.

2. Record training modules and residents to act as trainers on modules addressing the impact of substances [alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, opiates, benzodiazepines, amphetamines, barbiturates, and phencyclidine] on development during the fall of 2022 and pilot modules for local DCFS and Courts.


Conclusions
The AAAP-AADPRT Virtual Visiting Scholar Award in Addiction was a game changer for us. Expert consultation was the catalyst we needed to improve collaboration of local experts to create an addiction training track, bolster resident knowledge of local and national addiction resources, and share our knowledge with our community partners. With residents who are confident in their ability to provide addiction treatment, we are preparing the next generation of psychiatrists to meeting the addiction treatment needs of our community and to provide the sought after psychiatric expertise our community partners require to elevate and expand addiction services in our community.
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Title
Not Lost in Translation— Enhancing Psychiatry Residents Foreign Language Proficiency in a Multicultural Community Hospital through an Individualized Language/Culture Elective

Primary Category
Curriculum

Presenters
Anuja Mehta, MD, University of Central Florida/HCA Graduate Medical Education Consortium (Greater Orlando) Program
Victor Ye, MD, University of Central Florida/HCA Graduate Medical Education Consortium (Greater Orlando) Program
Karla Flores-Perez, MD, University of Central Florida/HCA Graduate Medical Education Consortium (Greater Orlando) Program
Tatiana Nunez, MD, University of Central Florida/HCA Graduate Medical Education Consortium (Greater Orlando) Program

Educational Objective
Educational Objectives:
1. Appreciate the importance of language and cultural sensitivity in effective patient care.
2. Recognize the needs of patients with limited English proficiency.
3. Demonstrate the effectiveness of creating resident-centered opportunities to promote individualized development of language skills and cultural awareness.

Practice Gap
It has become increasingly common for patients presenting in hospitals across the country to have low English proficiency (LEP). The importance of fluency in a patient's primary language is evident in obtaining proper history, evaluation, and diagnosis. Oftentimes hospital staff rely on virtual interpreters1, which is not always ideal for certain settings such as psychiatry, or even rely on family members, who may not be trained in proper medical interpretation. Thus, the importance of fluency for hospital staff is becoming more important for psychiatrists as well as other specialties. There are numerous programs for medical students to learn foreign languages skills2, however, these initiatives in residency are not as commonplace.

Methods
In this study, we conducted a survey of all the residents in our program to elicit if they spoke a second language, assessed proficiency in that language and how often they have used interpreter in a clinical setting, and how they felt the use of interpreter impacted patient care. Residents were also surveyed on whether they would be interested in a 4-week elective to improve their proficiency in a foreign language or to develop a better understanding of another culture. This elective would focus on self-directed learning to allow residents to further develop their language skills and cultural knowledge based on their own individual background. Residents who completed the elective were then administered a post survey to assess the benefits of the elective.
Results
The study will utilize descriptive statistics to assess the proportion of residents who spoke another language in addition to English. Language proficiency is assessed based on the categorial ERAS application criteria: native, advanced, good, fair, and basic. Impact of use of interpreter will be assessed qualitatively and allow residents to describe their own experiences utilizing an interpreter. There will be a separate qualitative post survey for residents who participated in the elective that will focus on language development as well as acquiring cultural knowledge.

Conclusions
It has been previously shown that language-concordant care improves outcomes in a variety of settings, including primary care, inpatient, and pain management3. In terms of psychiatric conditions, inadequate language proficiency in migrants living in a different host country was consistently associated with mental health disorders, such as psychosis, mood disorders, and PTSD4. This survey assessed language proficiency in Limited English Proficiency Families in a Pediatric Primary Care Setting. R I Med J. 2018 Sep;101(7):39
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Title
Pilot Trial of a Pre-Recorded Financial Education Module on Improving Financial Competency in First Year Psychiatry Residents

Primary Category
Curriculum

Presenters
Charles Manchee, BA, MD, University of Southern California/LAC+USC
Audrey Chen, BA, MD, University of Southern California/LAC+USC
Ahana Yogesh, MD, University of Southern California/LAC+USC

Educational Objective
1. Highlight the lack of consistent financial education provided to medical students and residents.
2. Discuss the consequences of limited financial literacy and significant debt on medical students and residents.
3. Review the results of a pilot trial of providing a pre-recorded financial education lecture to a group of incoming psychiatry interns at USC/LAC+USC.

Practice Gap
Financial education is not always consistently provided across programs.

Background:
A substantial number of medical students graduate with significant debt, which is directly related to personal finance problems and can contribute to high rates of burnout, suicide, divorce, and bankruptcy among physicians (Collins, 2020). A study evaluating emergency physicians showed that participants felt finance and financial independence were important to their sense of well-being, and that their value of financial literacy exceed confidence in financial literacy. The same study identified deficiencies specifically for retirement, insurance, and taxes (Huebinger, 2021). Other studies show that residents/fellows have low financial literacy, low investment-risk tolerance, and deficits in financial preparedness, and that providing education in various financial topics early in training may offer long-term benefits (Ahmad, 2017). To address these potential gaps in financial knowledge, the psychiatry residency program at USC/LAC+USC created a lecture to help provide financial information to psychiatry interns.

Methods
The purpose of this study aims to see if a pre-recorded 1-hr financial education lecture provided to incoming psychiatry interns as part of their orientation curriculum improves their understanding of various basic financial topics, including understanding benefits, retirement planning, taxes, investments, debt, and budgeting. The study also seeks to see if participants’ self-perceived comfort levels with such topics improves following such a lecture, and if they have had previous financial literacy education. Finally, this study aims to assess if any financial changes were made following said lecture.
A 1-hr pre-recorded lecture created by a resident (this investigator) was distributed to incoming first-year psychiatry residents as part of their orientation education curriculum. This lecture consists of multiple topics including various types of insurance (health, life, disability, accidental death and dismemberment), taxes, retirement planning, investments, debt, and budgeting.

This study involved sending out a link to a 22-item questionnaire on qualtrics within 1 month prior to the participants watching the lecture from step 1, with 16 questions that assesses for knowledge in various basic financial topics, 5 questions assessing for self-perceived comfort with various financial topics and satisfaction with own overall financial literacy on a 4-pt Likert scale, and 1 questions assessing for previous financial education. Questions were partially derived from a questionnaire distributed as part of a study by Ahmad et al. in 2017.

The same questionnaire (disregarding the question regarding previous financial education) was then sent out again following the distribution of the pre-recorded lecture and the participants instructed to complete it once again within 1 month after watching the lecture.

At 3 months following distribution of this lecture, the same questionnaire from the previous step was sent out, with an additional multiple-choice question assessing if the participants made any financial actions/changes a result of this lecture. Participants will again be given 1 month to complete this. Data collection from this final survey will be completed on 9/22/22.

Data from the three surveys will be compared. This study has already been IRB-approved

Results
There were 11 responses to the pre-intervention survey and 9 responses to the immediate post-intervention survey. Data at the 3-month mark post-intervention is still in the process of being collected. Preliminary results show that the majority of participants did not have prior financial education (72.7%) with a minority of those without prior education having done their own independent self-study (37.5%). Average financial knowledge test scores increased from 56.8% (pre-intervention) to 83.3% (immediate post-intervention). Initial deficits were greatest in questions pertaining to insurance (22.8% correct) (other categories included retirement, investing, and miscellaneous). Post-intervention test results showed improved test scores in all four categories.

Regarding comfort levels regarding certain topics, satisfaction with self-perceived knowledge increased in all areas (insurance, investing, retirement, and overall financial literacy) with the exception of taxes at the immediate post-intervention time period.

Conclusions
Despite most medical students graduating with significant debt, financial education is often lacking within medical school and residency education. Deficits in financial literacy can then lead to consequences later, as well as a worsening sense of well-being. The creation of a pre-recorded financial education series may help make such an education more easily available and potentially increase resident financial literacy and comfort with different financial topics.

Preliminary data shows a lack in access to financial education prior to residency in a population of psychiatry interns at LAC+USC, with an improvement in objective test scores as well as
improvement in subjective comfort levels with multiple financial topics and self-perceived global financial literacy in the study group. This shows that access to a pre-recorded basic financial lecture may improve resident knowledge and improve comfort levels in regards various financial topics. Pre-recorded lectures carry the additional benefit of being easily widely distributed without the obstacles of finding and scheduling an in-person lecturer and allow for residents to access them at their convenience.
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Title
Cycling Upward: The Use of Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) Cycles to Drive Curriculum Development and Diversification in Training Programs

Primary Category
Curriculum

Presenters
Elina Drits, DO, Hofstra Northwell-Staten Island University Hospital
William Gibbs, MD, Hofstra Northwell-Staten Island University Hospital
Michael Jeannette, DO, Hofstra Northwell-Staten Island University Hospital
Peter Steen, MD, Hofstra Northwell-Staten Island University Hospital
Erika Jakobson, DO, Hofstra Northwell-Staten Island University Hospital

Educational Objective
Describe the implementation of a resident-led quality improvement project aimed at improving learner satisfaction for psychiatry residents

Determine the educational and clinical benefit of diversifying clinical rotations

Summarize feedback obtained from residents

Practice Gap
Sign out and patient handoff represents an area in which medical mistakes may be made(1). Best practices for how sign out should be conducted or how interventions might improve the quality of sign out are often site- or situation- specific. Previous sign out systems utilized by the residency included paper charting and in-person sign out. Handoff to remote sites creates complications in quality handoff, in particular with paper handoff. Additionally, changes in standard practice have shifted regarding the use of telepsychiatry as a tool for psychiatric care (2), and effective, productive feedback is necessary to optimize patient care and resident education. To address these changes in practice, a PDSA-driven quality improvement project was developed(3). This project addresses the need for psychiatry residency training programs to assess and develop their clinical rotation experiences to prepare physicians for the changing practice landscape and effectively provide and receive feedback.

Methods
Phase 1 of the Consult-Liaison quality improvement project was completed from June 2021 to July 2022, using a quarterly PDSA cycle of a survey given to all residents rotating on the service, interventions for areas of improvement identified by survey data, and specific qualitative feedback on those interventions. From these PDSA cycles, interventions were designed with the consult-liaison attendings. These included resident to attending feedback training for both attendings and residents, the restructuring of morning sign-out and evening handoff, and ultimately the creation of new rotations. Data collected on a quarterly basis showed improvement in overall satisfaction of the rotation as a learning experience, with qualitative data pointing to a desire by trainees to
diversify their population and learning experience within the context of a consult-liaison service, leading to the creation of two new rotations: once, a telepsychiatry-driven experience, and another Consult-Liaison rotation at a site with a markedly different patient population. The data from phase one will be presented, as well descriptions of interventions and qualitative data regarding their impact.

As the final PDSA cycle ended with the implementation of a new rotation schedule and educational year, a second phase of PDSA cycles is now being implemented. This phase of the quality improvement project is ongoing, with surveys being conducted on a triannual basis given the decreased number of residents rotating on the primary hospital site, however, this has led to interest in evaluation of the new learning experiences and sites.

**Results**
Pending final PDSA cycles; quantitative and qualitative data from resident surveys with final survey being done in December 2022.

**Conclusions**
PDSA cycles can be utilized to identify areas of potential improvement for curriculum development and diversification; they also represent a valuable learning experience for trainees interested in quality improvement.
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Title
Preparing Residents for Interventional Practices: Design and Implementation of an Interventional Concentration

Primary Category
Curriculum

Presenters
Joshua Hubregsen, MD, UT Southwestern Medical Center
Kala Bailey, MD, UT Southwestern Medical Center

Educational Objective
1) Raise awareness of the need for interventional training during residency.
2) Share best-practices of interventional training models.
3) Learn how to build an effective model of interventional training experience.

Practice Gap
Interventional psychiatry is a recently introduced term encompassing aspects of neuromodulation and other advanced procedural techniques aimed at improving psychiatric conditions resistant to traditional psychopharmacologic and psychotherapeutic treatments. These procedures may include but are not limited to electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), vagus nerve stimulation (VNS), deep brain stimulation (DBS), magnetic seizure therapy (MST), transcranial direct stimulation (tDCS), ketamine, esketamine, brexanolone, and psychedelic treatments. Current ACGME requirements are insufficient to ensure interested residents gain exposure to this rapidly expanding field. Competency milestones do, however, include neurostimulation therapies under the umbrella of somatic therapies. Interventional training during residency is therefore often limited to didactic or elective experiences. Fortunately, a growing number of programs have created specialized tracks, concentrations, or fellowship training programs. We aim to share our experience of creating an interventional concentration, and we look to highlight the ease of bolstering interventional training experiences for interested residents.

Methods
An interventional psychiatry concentration was conceptualized, designed, and implemented. Resident interest provided impetus for development, and resident input was gathered to help shape the best possible concentration experience. The concentration framework modeled our pre-existing, related residency concentrations including psychotherapy, education, policy, transitional age youth, women's health, and global health. Faculty mentors were identified who would be well suited to oversee completion of a scholarly project. An application form was constructed to help match interested residents with a suitable mentor. Residents were educated about the proposed content of the interventional concentration and were encouraged to submit applications at the end of the second year of training. Efforts were made to expand access to combined program residents and to those fast-tracking into other programs. The general framework for the concentration includes 1) 3-months of interventional elective experience in the third and fourth years of residency, divided between an interventional clinic and ECT procedural elective, 2) dedicated
mentorship, and 3) a scholarly project related to interventional psychiatry. Residents also attend a quarterly concentration meeting and have opportunities to take part in other learning, educational, and scholarly projects related to interventional psychiatry.

Results
Five residents applied for and were selected to join an interventional concentration. The concentration received more interest in its inaugural launch year than any previous program concentration. Residents were successfully paired with faculty mentors. Initial meetings have been received with enthusiasm, and resident interest has sparked ideas for further program development. Several applicants to the general program have now expressed interest in this relatively unique interventional concentration.

Conclusions
Psychiatry residency programs should now be considering how to meet interventional training needs. We recommend that all programs should at a minimum provide didactics aimed to introduce the interventional field or specific interventional techniques. Programs may wish to consider building elective experiences in neuromodulation or other interventional techniques. Electives could also be tailored to allow clinic experience with patients likely to benefit from interventional approaches, such as treatment-resistant populations. Intervventional concentrations may be developed with relative ease using existing program frameworks. Finally, developing an interventional concentration may further serve as a recruitment tool for prospective residents.
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Title
Expanding and transferring gender diverse knowledge from the classroom to the patient

Primary Category
Curriculum

Presenters
Anuja Mehta, MD, University of Central Florida/HCA Graduate Medical Education Consortium (Greater Orlando) Program
Karla Flores-Perez, MD, University of Central Florida/HCA Graduate Medical Education Consortium (Greater Orlando) Program
Tatiana Nunez, MD, University of Central Florida/HCA Graduate Medical Education Consortium (Greater Orlando) Program
Victor Ye, MD, University of Central Florida/HCA Graduate Medical Education Consortium (Greater Orlando) Program

Educational Objective
Educational Objectives:
1. Identify interventions that can be integrated into a general psychiatry residency curriculum to improve the care of the gender diverse population.
2. Increase awareness of the need for and importance of diversity training in the didactic curriculum among residents.
3. Promote interest in addressing the mental health disparities faced by LGBTQ+ patients in psychiatry residency programs.

Practice Gap
The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) has emphasized the need for trainees to demonstrate competence in their medical knowledge, respect, and responsiveness to diverse populations, including but not limited to diversity in gender and sexual orientation. Research suggests that LGBTQ+ patients have higher rates of mood disorders and substance usage in comparison to cis-heterosexual populations. Additionally, LGBTQ+ patients also face higher rates of negative experience with healthcare providers, further contributing to health care disparities. Considering the mental health disparities that LGBTQ+ patients face, this poster highlights our efforts to reduce the gaps in knowledge competency of psychiatric trainees by implementation of a self-directed learning curriculum focusing on gender diverse population terminology, medical, and emotional health care needs of LGBTQ+ patients.

Methods
In this project, a comprehensive, self-directed didactic curriculum that highlights topics such as establishing a welcoming environment for gender diverse individuals during encounters, incorporating inclusive identifiers and pertaining documentation in the medical record, clinical evaluation and letter writing for transition-related care, implications of psychiatric treatment in the context of concurrent hormonal and surgical reaffirming treatment, among others, was created. Education in this area is also promoted with the opportunity for one of the PGY-3 residents to work
in a gender diverse primary care clinic during the course of the academic year, providing mental health services, including but not limited to, diagnosis and treatment of psychiatric disorders and gender transition related care. A pre- and post- feedback survey related to the didactic curriculum was created to identify the residents’ cultural and medical knowledge competencies as well as comfort level in the assessment and treatment of LGBTQ+ individuals.

**Results**
We will obtain qualitative feedback from psychiatry residents that will allow us to comment on potential knowledge gaps and the current comfort level in the psychiatric assessment and treatment of gender diverse individuals. These results will help incorporate other relevant topics in which trainees feel that additional education is needed to further enhance the quality of care provided. A post qualitative survey will also be administered to those residents who complete the rotation in the behavioral health clinic for gender diverse individuals, with the focus to capture their experiences and identify opportunities for improvement.

**Conclusions**
The current mental health disparities faced by the gender diverse population underscores the need to bolster the training and exposure that is being provided to psychiatric residents in their didactic curriculum on this topic. Understanding the potential knowledge gaps and physician level of comfort is an essential first step towards reducing the current health disparities faced by these individuals, while working to improve patient satisfaction and effective outcomes in the clinical setting. We expect that the collected data will demonstrate that residents benefit from tailored education pertaining to the LGBTQ+ population healthcare needs in growing as clinicians and enhancing the quality of care provided. Furthermore, the incorporation of a transgender clinic rotation to our training experience enhances clinical learning by direct exposure to the assessment and treatment of gender diverse individuals.
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Educational Objective
After reviewing this poster, participants will have:

1. Increased knowledge about disparities in access to Spanish-language mental health services and gaps in residency education curricula for bilingual Spanish-speaking trainees

2. Increased interest and enthusiasm for psychiatric Spanish instruction for bilingual Spanish-speaking trainees

3. Steps that can be taken to create and implement a psychiatric Spanish course for bilingual Spanish-speaking trainees to promote the delivery of language-concordant mental health care

Practice Gap
Language-concordant care is crucial for enhancing health care quality and outcomes for patients with limited English proficiency (LEP) [1-2]. Most (65%) of the growing LEP population in the US is Spanish-speaking [3]. Despite the high demand for mental health care provided in Spanish, only 33% of mental health treatment facilities in the US offer services in Spanish (via either a Spanish-speaking provider and/or onsite/telehealth interpreter), and availability of these services declined by 18% from 2014 to 2019 [4-5]. A survey of the literature suggests that no residency curricula in the US provide Spanish-language instruction to help bilingual Spanish-speaking trainees expand their language skills in psychiatry and increase their ability to provide language-concordant mental health care.

Methods
In planning a psychiatric Spanish course for bilingual Spanish-speaking trainees, an online needs assessment was sent to all bilingual Spanish-speaking 2nd-year psychiatry residents (4) at one urban academic hospital serving a large Spanish-speaking and LEP community. Learning objectives, curricula, and instruction for the course were tailored by the results of the needs assessment in collaboration with residency education and cultural psychiatry experts. Course instruction was conducted entirely in Spanish and included faculty-led lectures, case-based discussions, and mock interviews. All course faculty were fluent Spanish speakers with expertise in the patient population.
Pre- and post-course surveys assessed residents’ confidence in conversational, medical, and psychiatric Spanish fluency, and goals in taking a psychiatric Spanish course. Additionally, the pre-survey asked for free-text suggestions for course topics of interest and the post-survey elicited free-text reactions to the course.

Results
All 4 participants completed the pre- and post-course surveys. Three respondents reported providing care to monolingual Spanish speakers “often”; one reported providing this care “sometimes”. When providing care to monolingual Spanish-speaking patients, all respondents reported “rarely” receiving direct supervision from a Spanish-speaking attending/supervisor. All respondents were interested in receiving training in psychiatric Spanish to increase confidence and skills, especially in conducting basic psychiatric assessments, psychoeducation, and psychotherapy in Spanish. From 11/2021 to 6/2022, all 4 residents participated in the course, which consisted of 8 one-hour sessions on Spanish-language clinical assessment, cultural concepts of distress, and psychoeducation within a cultural framework. Respondents reported higher levels of confidence in fluency in conversational Spanish than in psychiatric encounters. All respondents reported that receiving supervision in Spanish was “important” or “very important” to their residency education.

Conclusions
At a psychiatry residency training program serving a large LEP population, a pilot course in psychiatric Spanish was created and implemented to improve the ability of bilingual Spanish-speaking psychiatry residents to provide language-concordant mental health care. Future iterations of the course will include supervised interviewing, discussing the impact of language and culture on psychiatric symptoms, and practicing various therapy modalities in Spanish. To promote language-concordant mental health care, psychiatry residencies could consider increased recruitment of bilingual trainees and faculty and implementation of foreign language curricula and supervision that promote bilingual mastery of core psychiatry competencies. Additional research is needed on best practices for developing, evaluating, and promoting language-based psychiatry curricula to serve all LEP populations.
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Educational Objective
• To reflect on one’s own identities - personal and professional - and understand how they frame biases and impact patient care experiences.
• To understand the history of racism and identify its direct ties to healthcare disparities.
• To examine how culture affects presentation, diagnosis, impact, treatment, and outcomes of mental illness, locally and globally.
• To explore patients’ social networks and culture and implement a framework inspired by lifetime cultural humility and curiosity to use in everyday clinical practice.
• To connect with Dallas as a diverse community through service and advocacy.
• To recognize and reduce health disparities by creating a foundation for lifelong learning.

Practice Gap
The ACGME established intensive and highly focused cultural competency requirements for psychiatry residency programs, and best practices and model curricula are still developing (1). The field of cultural psychiatry remains focused on providing mental health care to ethnically diverse populations and is of great interest to psychiatry educators (2). Evolving cultural psychiatry objectives conceptualize new methods for addressing disparities and inequities by focusing on the social determinants of health, implicit bias, global mental health, community partnerships, and structural discrimination (2,3,4). Creating a curriculum that explores the relationship between culture and psychiatric practice can be challenging. We addressed this challenge through a comprehensive and inclusive cultural psychiatry residency curriculum overhaul. Our approach included themes of identity exploration and transformation that intersect with structure (5), power, racism/antiracism, health equity (5) within didactic sessions and immersive experiences that build on each other as residents advance through training.

Methods
Our program created a program-specific mission for cultural psychiatry curriculum that considered topics including antiracism, cultural competence, social determinants of health, implicit bias, community partnerships, structural discrimination, and global mental health through personal
reflection, group discussion, and immersive experiences. We compared literature on cultural psychiatry curricula to our program’s current offerings to identify strengths and areas of further development. Residents participate in didactic sessions and discussions that build across training years. Embedded in the curriculum are reflection activities to build a portfolio of application strategies to use during and after residency. Each year, the curriculum will culminate in a community immersive experience in partnership with underserved Dallas populations. We created an annual survey for each post-graduate year to collect quantitative and free response text feedback and to observe trends as trainees advance through the curriculum. In addition, residents complete feedback surveys after each session.

Results
Data collection is still underway within this academic year and will include quantitative and free text responses from completed resident evaluations of the curriculum. The above will assess the acceptability of the curriculum as well as resident perception of knowledge gained and knowledge/skills applicability.

Conclusions
We hypothesize that learners will increase their knowledge of the impact of culture, structure/power, and health inequities on psychiatric care and that residents will indicate increased comfort level with discussion of these topics. We hope this knowledge will help residents fulfill ACGME cultural competence requirements and augment residents’ desire and confidence to learn and apply evolving best practices for cultural psychiatry in their clinical work. We hope to inspire advocacy for those facing healthcare disparities and instill lifelong learning that is more inclusive and oriented toward moral action.
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Educational Objective
To present data on resident and fellow response to remote psychotherapy training.

Practice Gap
The COVID-19 pandemic significantly changed how psychiatry is being practiced with a substantial increase in the use of telemedicine. Prior to the pandemic, about 15% of practices were relying on telemedicine to interact with patients.(1) Consequently, most academic programs did not implement robust curricula to teach the nuances of practicing telemedicine.(2) Psychiatry is especially well suited for implementation of telemedicine.(3) However, majority of clinicians acknowledge lack of skills and confidence in their ability to provide telepsychiatry.(4) The pandemic created an acute need to teach trainees remote psychotherapeutic skills.(5) To help supervisors and trainees understand their own skill sets and identify areas of improvement in conducting remote psychotherapy, we developed a self-assessment survey that was completed before and after delivery of our curriculum. We hypothesized that our curriculum resulted in improved trainee comfort in providing remote psychotherapy.

Methods
This is a single group intervention with pre-test and post-test surveys. Psychiatric residents and child and adolescent psychiatry fellows (total 48) were recruited via email and received reimbursement of $25 in total upon completion of the study. All participants attended a 60 minute long training on remote psychotherapy which was delivered in a single session by Magdalena Romanowicz, MD (Mayo Clinic), Anne E. Ruble, MD, MPH (Johns Hopkins), Seamus Bhatt-Mackin, MD, FAPA, CGP (Duke University), David Topor, PhD, MS-HPEd (Harvard Southshore) and Aimee Murray, PsyD, LP (University of Minnesota). These colleagues hold leadership roles in education and have identified remote psychotherapy curriculum as crucial to their residency and/or fellowship programs. Trainees were asked to fill out pre and post-test questionnaires electronically which were anonymized.
Results
Eighteen trainees (24% fellows, 77% residents) completed the pre-test survey and 28 trainees (26% fellows, 74% residents) completed the post-test survey. Mean years in practice was 1.5 years (SD 1.37) for pre-test participants and 2.2 years (SD 1.58) for post-test participants. Pre-pandemic, pre-test participants engaged in zero time in remote clinical practice; post-test participants reported a mean 3% (SD 3.55) time. Current time in remote clinical practice was a mean of 14% (SD 15.15) for pre-test participants and 27% (SD 20.15) for post-test participants. Thirty five percent of pre-test participants indicated no experience with remote psychotherapy. Participants were most interested in content related to patient care (69%) and technology (31%). In reflecting on their remote psychotherapy work, participants were most surprised by access (47%) and the therapeutic process (24%) which were aspects also identified as most beneficial in their remote work (access 47%; therapeutic process 18%). Technology (24%) and patient engagement (29%) were identified as the greatest challenges. In the post-test survey, most helpful concepts in the presentation were related to patient care (53%) and technology (26%). Majority (79%) indicated that they may make provider related changes to their remote telehealth practice based on what they learned and anticipate needing to take internal steps (58%) compared to external (16%) to move toward the changes. Participants identified no anticipated barriers to making these changes (32%), one barrier (26%), two barriers (37%) and three barriers (5%).

Conclusions
Response amongst residents and fellows was favorable for delivery of a well-rounded curriculum on remote psychotherapy. Participants had limited experience with remote clinical practice prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Access and the therapeutic process were identified as most surprising aspects and also most beneficial to participants in their current remote psychotherapy work. Technology and patient engagement were identified as the biggest challenges. Participants were particularly interested in learning how to best utilize technology and adapt principles of clinical care to the virtual space. After completing the curriculum, participants indicated that content on patient care and use of technology was most beneficial. Majority planned to make internal provider-related changes in optimizing their remote psychotherapy practice. In terms of limitations, due to small sample size and single-group pre-post study design, results do not permit strong causal attributions. There may be a learning effect from the pre- and post-tests. We propose to conduct a pilot study to further fine-tune and implement a curriculum teaching the fundamentals of remote psychotherapy in anticipation of a larger multi-center study to robustly test our hypotheses.
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Educational Objective
1. Discuss the common utilization of after-hours patient call lines in healthcare systems and potential benefits from training psychiatry residents in management of common after-hours phone call scenarios.
2. Explain the development of an educational guide for after-hours patient calls for psychiatry residents.
3. Describe the included materials of the educational resource guide.
4. Review the lessons learned from the initial implementation of the educational guide and how other institutions may adapt aspects of this training to their own institution.

Practice Gap
After-hours patient telephone call-lines are commonly used in psychiatric treatment settings. They offer an inexpensive means to improve access to care, increase patient satisfaction, and reduce emergency department utilization. Psychiatry residents at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics (UIHC) are responsible for triaged patient calls during after-hours on-call shifts. While most residency programs provide excellent training for inpatient and outpatient psychiatric services, safe and effective management over the phone may not be a specific part of the training curriculum. This poster showcases call scripts from a guide developed by psychiatric resident trainees with the assistance of a faculty American Association of Directors of Psychiatry Residency Training (AADPRT) mentor. The purpose is to provide a structured template for after-hours telephone evaluation. Ultimately, this guide aims to promote confidence and competence when taking after-hours patient phone calls, as well as increase patient access to standardized and effective care.

Methods
The guide was developed using the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline resources (1), local crisis resources specific to Iowa City, UIHC clinic medication refill policies, and psychiatric educational materials. The first half of the guide is comprised of scripts for common after-hours scenarios including suicidal ideation, panic attacks/severe anxiety attacks, substance intoxication, substance withdrawal, medication refills, mental status/behavioral concerns in geriatric patients, behavioral concerns in patients with intellectual disabilities, pediatric patient calls, and outside provider calls. The second half of the guide contains reference material for providing care to a patient over the phone. Specifically, these resources include national crisis line numbers, poison control, and state-
specific addresses for local emergency services. Lastly, the guide contains references for life-threatening side effects of psychiatric medications, toxidromes, intoxication syndromes, and withdrawal syndromes. Taken together, this material provides a standardized starting point for most after-hours calls.

Results
Before and after receiving this guide, psychiatry residents were surveyed to assess their confidence taking after-hours calls and to collect their thoughts of provided training for call management. The majority of residents surveyed prior to implementation of the guide did not feel confident in their training managing after-hours patient calls. Four junior residents completed pre- and post-guide surveys. These residents reported that training, support, and confidence in management of included call topics were increased following guide distribution. Additionally, an educational session using this guide will be provided for first-year psychiatry residents in the winter 2022. The results from this educational session will be available immediately following this session and will assess residents’ comfort and competence in managing common after-hours call scenarios. Finally, subjective feedback provided by residents currently using the guide is continually being reviewed. These results and feedback received from residents will be discussed during the poster session.

Conclusions
Psychiatry residency programs are designed to educate trainees for effective patient management in a variety of practice environments. Traditionally, the inpatient hospital and the outpatient clinic represent the primary training settings for psychiatry residents. However, one practice setting that may be overlooked is patient care over the phone. More healthcare systems are adopting after-hours call-lines (2) in part due to their ability to increase access to medical professionals and reduce in-person health-care utilization (3). This results in more equitable care, particularly for those with limited access to in-person treatment. Additionally, standardization is thought to provide more consistent, high-quality care. It has been shown that non-standardized medical advice given over the phone results in variance in care between providers (4). Given the potential for emergent scenarios and a high degree of variance in care in the absence of standardization, psychiatry trainees at UIHC have developed a guide for common after-hours phone-call scenarios. This guide was built with protocol specific to the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics. If a residency program were to use this information as part of their own educational resource, it is suggested that they consult with their administration to ensure their resource meets their specific institution’s policies and standards.
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Educational Objective
Describe a quality improvement project undertaken by residents and faculty at an academic psychiatric clinic to improve patient retention and follow-up
Provide other programs an approach to improve retention of patients in an outpatient clinic during resident transitions. Analyze the effectiveness of hand off procedures to ensure patients and patient information aren’t lost in the transition.

Practice Gap
Many residency programs have patient transitions in the outpatient setting, as residents move across their training and graduate. Without formal processes in place, this may lead to reduced patient retention in residency clinics, as patients are lost to follow up during the transition period.
Towards the goal of improving patient retention, a quality improvement project was undertaken at an academic psychiatric outpatient resident clinic wherein a formalized process of patient handoff and patient scheduling for new resident providers was implemented. This project may serve as an example of a successful transition process to improve patient outcomes through better follow up, as well as improving the handoff process between psychiatric residents moving to and from the outpatient ambulatory setting.

Methods
Although historically resident clinic transition appointments were the responsibility of the patient arrange, this resulted in a lot of patients being lost to follow up. This project proposed to have residents schedule all follow up appointments within 2 weeks of the transition and develop a plan of care that was shared with incoming resident in writing and in person. Data on patients who survived the transition and continued their care in the resident clinic was gathered from the summer 2021 transition as well as the post-intervention 2022 transition.

Results
Data is currently being gathered as to the % of patients who continued their care in the resident clinic in the 2022 summer transition. This will be compared to data already gathered from the 2021 summer resident clinic transition. Data will be gathered on attending the first appointment with the new resident and retention rates within the clinic at 6 months (available January 2023)
Conclusions
While the final post-intervention data is still pending (but will be available for the AADPRT meeting), subjectively the retention rates appears improved. In addition to the goal of improved patient care with retention of patients in care, this project also aimed to improve resident understanding of process and procedure of quality improvement projects as a result of this resident-led initiative.
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Educational Objective
1. Understand the increasing and unmet mental healthcare needs in Under-served Communities
2. Gain perspective into the Integrated Care model we implemented.
3. Understand the novel Psychiatry in Primary Care Elective.
4. Advocating for Psychiatry as a Core for other Primary Care Specialties

Practice Gap
As per the US Census Bureau’s Household Pulse Survey, 47% of adults report depression and 39% report anxiety. About 26% adults did not access mental health care due to the high financial burden associated with care. Additionally, two thirds of primary care providers have trouble finding mental health referrals, 55% of US Counties have no psychiatrists and 77% report a shortage. The disparity in access to services is only growing, exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic and rising levels of anxiety and other mental health conditions. Given these alarming numbers, the importance of the primary care provider and their expertise and knowledge in treating mental health conditions cannot be underscored.

To meet the growing needs of outpatient care in the community in both children and adults, Bronxcare has adopted an Integrated Care Model.

Methods
The Elective month of primary care psychiatry being the intervention. We have a surveyed all the participants in our Primary care Psychiatry elective both pre and post their elective. We analyzed and compared the Data of the Pre, Post intervention to measure the the effectiveness of the Elective.

Results
Pre, Post intervention data analyzed. will be available by 10/30/2022

Conclusions
Given the Mental Health workforce shortages and the uptick in the Behavioral health problems in communities, we need to take help from other primary care specialties (Internal Medicine, Family
Medicine) just like every other chronic disease. For the Primary care doctors to efficiently identify, diagnose and treat mental health conditions they would need additional training in Psychiatry. Currently, during training, Psychiatry is not a core/required rotation for other specialties despite a significant behavioral co-morbidity in their everyday clinical duties. We identify this as a training gap and think that our elective in Primary Care Psychiatry, or similar kind, can help fill that gap. From our survey results, it is abundantly clear that this rotation is not only clinically helpful to the trainees but also well liked by all the stakeholders.
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**Educational Objective**
Attendees will
1. Discuss a model for resident training clinics that provides quality longitudinal experiences over multiple years of training.
2. Identify approaches to improve the teaching of foundational knowledge and skills related to providing psychiatric care, assessments, formulation, treatment planning, psychotherapy, psychopharmacology, and environmental interventions.
3. Understand the experience of two residency programs designing and implementing psychotherapy and pharmacology clinics consistent with this longitudinal model

**Practice Gap**
Residents are learners; they also function as employees who are providing professional services in multiple settings. While these settings make accommodations for learners, often the primary focus is not to teach and apply fundamentals of psychiatry. There can be a struggle between providing patient care and ensuring a quality learning experience. This is part 1. Discuss a model for resident training clinics that provides quality longitudinal experiences over multiple years of training.

**Methods**
In one residency, a clinical curriculum review determined that it lacked longitudinal, continuity experiences, especially those with effective forums to teach and learn foundational outpatient psychiatric practices such as considering the patient as a person with a life apart from illness, conducting assessments that effectively incorporate psychological and environmental factors, utilizing biopsychosocial formulations to guide treatment, providing range of psychotherapies, and utilizing psychiatric medication prescribing as one aspect of a comprehensive treatment. It was
decided to alter the psychiatric outpatient experience which was 12 months during the 3rd training year. The other residency program was a new one, so this model was implemented as part of the original curriculum.

A resident training clinic model was created with two clinics: psychotherapy and psychopharmacology. The clinics are both ½ day a week spanning multiple years with a structure of an initial hour group supervision and 3 patient hours with additional individual supervision. The psychotherapy clinic starts in the PGY 1 year, continuing through the PGY 4 year and the psychopharmacology clinic starts in the PGY 2 year, continuing through the PGY 3 year. Both clinics emphasize extended, thorough assessments that cover the patient’s life in addition to psychopathology. Treatment is guided by biopsychosocial formulations and in addition to psychotherapy and possible medication, incorporates systematic patient education, treatment options exploration, lifestyle modification, and environmental interventions. Continued assessment is considered a component of treatment. Patients are seen weekly for psychotherapy; patients on medication can be scheduled as necessary. In one residency program, the clinics are run within a private nonprofit community health system that accepts a range of insurance with minimal discounts for self-pay. In the other residency, the clinics were within a public system with a sliding scale and the ability for indigent, uninsured patients to not pay.

Creating and incorporating this type of clinic requires identification and description of which core psychiatric knowledge and skills were best taught and learned within this structure and how to best integrate this clinical experience with the didactic curriculum. The didactic curriculum has been re-designed to have 4 years of progressive psychotherapy courses and several psychopathology/somatic therapies (primarily psychopharmacology) courses that residents attend all 4 years of training. Additional considerations included identifying appropriate faculty who were knowledgeable, skilled with the time to devote to this clinical experience and identifying effective methods to justify this approach to the relevant clinical partners as well as determining strategies to support these clinics economically and administratively was crucial.

The initial assessment of the clinics has been conducted through typical program evaluation mechanisms. Verbal and written feedback is obtained from patients, residents, staff, and faculty. Faculty evaluations (observation, rotation, competencies) of resident care, especially in the areas of outpatient assessment, psychotherapy and psychopharmacology were reviewed with informal comparison to residents trained under previous models. To complement these evaluations, the program plans to survey the residents and faculty to better understand their perspectives on this training structure.

Results
To date, information from program participants — residents, staff, patients, and faculty has been generally positive, on both informal and formal evaluations. Patient feedback has consisted of statements of feeling heard and understood by their physician for the first time. They appreciate being able to obtain consistent therapy and/or frequent visits for diagnostic re-assessment and adjustment of their medications as well as seeing the same physician. They consistently indicate that they have improved and would choose their treating resident physician again. The residents report that once more familiar with and comfortable practicing in these clinics, that their perspective on assessment and understanding patient issues is altered with notable changes in their
care of patients in other settings, with more focus on learning about more dimensions of the patient and being willing to explore the patient’s perspective on their illness and treatment. Residents have reported that this increase in comfort and knowledge has led to increased consideration of additional non-medication treatment methods, such as therapy and environmental interventions. After being in these clinics, several residents chose to concentrate on psychotherapy during their elective time. Faculty report that residents are better listeners across settings and rated them higher in the patient care and some medical knowledge competencies earlier in training. They also state that resident formulations are more systematic and consistent, covering all aspects of the individual patient. Both residents and faculty reported that faculty involvement with patient care was beneficial. Residents appreciated being able to observe faculty work with patients and receiving faculty feedback on their skills interacting with patients.

Both residents and faculty initially expressed concern with having faculty present for observation, fearing that patient engagement would be compromised. While a few patients voiced objections, once everyone was familiar with this approach, it was viewed as valuable. Residents expressed discomfort when first starting in clinic, feeling unprepared and incompetent stating that the patients deserve a more skilled practitioner. Residents generally became more comfortable within a few months, though they continue to be frustrated with the pace of change that often occurs with new learners and therapeutic processes. Faculty issues primarily revolved around having enough time in clinic to provide quality supervision and being able to maintain their expected productivity, especially in the therapy clinic. Finding time for the faculty to meet for peer supervision has been challenging. Due to the nature of the clinic and lack of ancillary services, balancing the clinical needs of the patient, educational needs of the residents, and financial needs of the clinic has been difficult.

During the next few months, the program plans to obtain additional information by surveying the residents (some have graduated), faculty, patients, and staff to obtain information more specifically about the experiences related to these clinics. This information will be utilized to further develop and improve this training clinic model.

**Conclusions**

The experiences of these residencies demonstrate that it is possible to implement this training clinic model to teach and learn psychotherapy and outpatient psychopharmacology effectively within current healthcare systems. In this model, residents can learn this body of knowledge and skills, especially psychotherapy in a manner that makes it more likely that they will continue to incorporate this core area of psychiatry into practice after training. Continuity of patient care over years allows residents to develop and maintain therapeutic relationships that allow for a deeper understanding of their patients in multiple dimensions. It also facilitates progressive resident learning and acquisition of essential components of practice. The faculty appreciate working within this system, reporting that this structure provides a forum that systematically incorporates supervision, both group and individual, as well as faculty observation with faculty being able to provide direct feedback and demonstrate techniques. Patients have provided positive feedback and shown improvement in response to treatment. Although the financial component of this approach requires consideration, it is feasible to implement and maintain. This model provides a structure to include quality training in core aspects of psychiatry practice that is beneficial educationally and clinically.
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Educational Objective
Upon completion of the poster review, the participants will be able to:

Include resident feedback in designing a faculty development program

Integrate concerns regarding faculty development expressed by rural faculty

Identify ways that this program could aid in developing faculty development programs

Practice Gap
The Indiana University Vincennes Psychiatry residency was established to train and recruit psychiatrists in underserved rural Southwest Indiana. The IU faculty have varied backgrounds with different levels of experience in teaching prior to joining the residency. To address this variability, a faculty development program was needed to address the specific requirements of a new rural psychiatry residency.

Methods
A planning committee was formed with representatives from both the residents and faculty. Questionnaires for both the residents and faculty were designed and reviewed by the planning committee for agreement and the questionnaires were sent out to the residents and faculty. Responses from the questionnaires were analyzed and qualitative data was analyzed for thematic trends. The responses on the questionnaires from both residents and faculty were used to guide development of the faculty development program.

Results
Data already collected will be presented from both the resident questionnaire and the faculty questionnaire. The curriculum that was developed based off of the responses to the questionnaires will also be shared (currently pending eta October ). Follow-up data from both the residents and the faculty after implementation of the faculty development program will also be available as an assessment of the program (January 2023)
Conclusions
The results of the development of this faculty development program show that the perceived needs of the faculty do not always align with the lived experiences of the residents in their learning. It also shows that special consideration must be given for time restrictions when addressing the needs of rural faculty.
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Educational Objective
1. Learners will understand the important role that student-run free behavioral health clinics play in advancing medical student interest in and preparation for psychiatry residency programs
2. Learners will be able to describe the value of the student-run free clinic (SRFC) as a site where psychiatry residents can learn by way of supervising, teaching, and educating medical students
3. Learners will be able to describe the use of virtual technology in student-run free clinics during patient care, supervision, and educational programs during the provision of supervised clinical care to marginalized populations

Practice Gap
Medical student interest in, and preparation for, psychiatry residency training is developed through student’s participation in behavioral health rotations. Student-run free clinics (SRFCs) are ideal experiences to foster interprofessional collaboration with psychiatry residents. Though psychiatry residents have other opportunities to teach medical students through inpatient or consultation services, supervising, mentoring, and educating within the context of a student-run free clinic provides a uniquely rewarding contribution to well-rounded training. Marginalized populations including underserved ethnic minorities, LGBTQI persons, homeless, and asylum seekers have significant unmet mental health needs, which were startlingly exposed by the Covid-19 pandemic. Psychiatry residents and medical students in student-run free clinics have become more empathic to patients as they continue with the rigors of medical school training. The role of student-run free clinics as an important element of a community mental health service delivery model will be increasingly important as mental health workforce shortages continue to increase.

Methods
CoSMO (Columbia Medical Student Outreach) is a Columbia University Medical student-run free clinic (SRFC) that opened in 2004. The CoSMO Behavioral Health (BH) component launched in 2011 as a referral and treatment resource for select CoSMO primary care patients.
Prior to the pandemic the BH clinic met every two weeks in person. Supervisors were attending psychiatrists within the Columbia Department of Psychiatry. Senior medical students met with new or follow-up patients for assessments, diagnostic formulations, treatment planning, and ongoing outpatient care. They presented cases to an on-site faculty supervisor.

As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, significant changes in the structure and function of the BH component of CoSMO allowed for a smooth transition to all virtual patient care, education and supervision: 1. all patient/volunteer students’ interactions became virtual, either by video or telephone call; 2. student volunteers developed robust telehealth protocols, safety procedures, and training for student clinicians; 3. psychiatry residents at Columbia University/NY State Psychiatric Institute began participating in virtual supervision, educational programming, and liaising with medical students; 4. The BH clinic increased access to mental health resources by shifting its role to a centralized mental health resource serving the four other SRFCs at Columbia University, which do not offer behavioral health services, in addition to the parent CoSMO primary care clinic; 5. student leaders established training modules for all student volunteers that included education about trauma informed care, an LGBTQ sensitivity training, and a cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) training in conjunction with another NYC-based SRFC; this enabled the senior clinicians to use CBT therapy with select patients. Five student volunteers from all Columbia SRFCs received training in CBT and each provided CBT for a patient under close faculty supervision. Two PGY 4 psychiatry residents identified additional needs for psychotherapy training for the BH clinic student clinicians and organized a four-part introduction to psychotherapy seminar.

In order to collect preliminary data to assess our effectiveness as an enriching experience within the training of current and future psychiatry residents we created qualitative and quantitative reflective surveys. We administered one such survey to five previous medical student clinicians who chose psychiatry residency programs and had completed one to three years at the time of the survey; the questionnaire included several Likert scales about if they draw upon their CoSMO BH experience as a resident, if it made them more likely to choose psychiatry, and if it was helpful to their development as a resident. Two psychiatry residents that were previously involved with supervision of medical students, under the overall supervision of two attending psychiatrists, were polled as well.

**Results**

The Likert responses from the students were unanimously positive and clarified by open-ended testimonial answers; for example, that the involvement “[...] helped me confirm that I did indeed wish to pursue psychiatry. It was especially helpful in exposing me to an area of psychiatry (outpatient) that we had little exposure to otherwise during medical school.”

The resident reflections, though necessarily qualified by hindsight, similarly characterized the experience positively: “We spend half of our residency in the outpatient setting but do none of our medical student teaching in that context outside of this clinic. The best way for me to reinforce my own learning is to impart it to others, as in the "see one, do one, teach one" model, and this was the best place to do so for the outpatient setting.”

The CoSMO BH clinic serves a diverse patient population with many patients from marginalized groups. Gaining familiarity with the unique challenges experienced by the patients is valuable to psychiatry residents’ ability to deliver care, as described by one resident who previously worked as a CoSMO BH clinician: “CoSMO helped me understand how a patient’s life including their unique
environmental and psychosocial stressors like barriers to treatment, stressful family dynamics, loss of work, limited income, etc. contribute to and exacerbate psychiatric illnesses. Now, in residency, I apply this multifactorial understanding of disease to be a more holistic psychiatrist who addresses these factors in a multidisciplinary approach to patient care.”

Conclusions
The evolution of CoSMO BH may provide a model for other SRFC programs looking to provide mental health consultations and treatment to an underserved, marginalized population and to increase the exposure of medical students to psychiatry, particularly in the outpatient setting, while simultaneously creating teaching opportunities for residents. Medical students who have started residency in psychiatry after participating in student-run behavioral health clinics describe positive influence of this experience in their choice of residency in psychiatry and for preparation in their chosen discipline.
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Title
Reflecting on Reflection- Assessing Residents’ Impressions of Reflective Practice and Piloting a Model of Peer-Led Reflection Sessions

Primary Category
Professional Identity Formation (including career development, mentorship, advising, wholeheartedness, meaning/purpose)

Presenters
John Q Young, BA,MD,PhD,MPP, Donald and Barbara Zucker School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell
Jessica Schwartz, MD, Zucker School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell at Mather Hospital Program

Educational Objective
1. Outline existing data regarding reflective practice in residency
2. Describe a model of peer-led sessions in reflective practice
3. Identify ways in which the outcomes of this study could apply to or enhance their own training program.

Practice Gap
Reflective practice has been adopted in many settings, including graduate medical education. RP has been cited as a method for trainees to process thoughts and feelings regarding experiences as varied as professional identity formation, burnout, adverse clinical outcomes and experiences in the COVID-19 pandemic. Literature review reveals suggestions for structuring, conducting and evaluating reflective exercises, however there is little report on trainees’ experiences engaging in RP. This project aimed to assess trainee experiences with RP and implement changes accordingly within an existing curriculum.

Methods
Current state. The General Adult Psychiatry Residency at Zucker Hillside Hospital (ZHH) includes a course in Reflections and Resiliency, which spans multiple faculty-facilitated sessions across four years of training. Topics include mindfulness, wellness and reflection. To understand barriers and facilitators of engagement, this project began with interviews of 14 residents from four PGY levels at ZHH. Key findings revealed that residents preferred mindfulness and wellness sessions versus reflection sessions, which were perceived as without clear goals, inauthentic and not conducive to sharing.

Intervention. Based on this feedback, the residency shifted its model to use a peer facilitator for reflection sessions. Four sessions were conducted — one per residency class. Three of the four were held virtually and one was held in-person. Residents provided written responses to two reflection prompts and then engaged in a large-group discussion moderated by the peer facilitator.
Outcomes. Following the discussion, residents completed a survey asking them to compare their experience in the peer-facilitated session with prior faculty-facilitated sessions. Focus groups to further assess trainee experiences are underway at present.

Results
28 residents were surveyed. Residents received peer-facilitated sessions well, with 75% reporting they took the session seriously and 57% reporting they thought the session was authentic. 19 residents had participated in a previous faculty-facilitated session. Results indicated that peer-facilitated sessions were more conducive to sharing of reflections and fostered more conversation of professional goals whereas faculty-facilitated sessions felt more authentic, more serious and that written responses were better aligned with future goals.

Conclusions
The data suggest that peer-facilitated reflection sessions were received positively, however there are benefits and drawbacks to selecting this approach. Peer facilitation creates a more informal space and conversational tone, which may explain why residents felt more open in sharing reflections and discussing ultimate professional goals. With faculty present, residents are aware that the session is part of a curriculum, and that the faculty member is devoting dedicated time to facilitating, lending authenticity. While added formality may increase pressure, residents also weigh the session more seriously accordingly and take more care constructing responses knowing that faculty will review. Limitations for this project included lack of pre-session survey data. Next steps may aim to modify the peer-facilitated sessions, including use of specific framing designating the session as part of the greater curriculum. Further work may examine residents’ reflective responses to identify if themes differ depending on the session’s facilitator. Also under consideration are suggestions provided by residents via the survey form, including use of small group and in-person formats.
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Title
A Comparison of Training Experiences: Psychiatric-Mental Health Nurse Practitioners and Psychiatry Residents

Primary Category
Professional Identity Formation (including career development, mentorship, advising, wholeheartedness, meaning/purpose)

Presenters
Gary Swanson, BS, MD, Allegheny General Hospital Program
Benjamin Swanson, DO, Children’s National Medical Center
Elisabeth Swanson-Kay, MS,

Educational Objective
Describe the training and educational differences between PMHNP and psychiatry residents.
Describe the scope of practice for PMHNPs and psychiatrists
Describe the financial breakdown of training, hiring, and maintaining PMHNPs versus psychiatry residents.
Analyze the effects of these differences on the future of the psychiatric workforce

Practice Gap
According to the Behavioral Health Workforce Projections of 2017-2030, it is estimated that the number of working adult psychiatrists will decrease by 20% while the demand is estimated to increase (1). Psychiatric-mental health nurse practitioners (PMHNP) are already taking on roles to help fill the practice gap of psychiatrists in some areas such as Medicare patients (2). Lack of knowledge on the qualifications, education, clinical training, and scope of practice of these specialties is common, and all parties may not be aware of the opportunities and limitations that PMHNPs provide when compared with their psychiatrist colleagues. Such misunderstandings or lack of information can lead to confusion, frustration, and inefficient delivery of care.

Methods
National and state guidelines for PMHNP training and ACGME guidelines for psychiatry residency training were reviewed and compared, and the curricula for two training programs are presented.

Results
Total cost for training and time in either discipline
Representative samples of PMHNP and ACGME training curricula

Conclusions
Clinical PMHNP training and certification requires significantly less time and expense to begin practice, but clinical experience and educational didactics are not nearly as comprehensive compared with psychiatric residency training. Costs to hire and retain a psychiatrist are considerably higher than the cost of a licensed PMHNP. The availability of PMHNPs may reduce the demand for psychiatrists in the future and allow greater access to psychopharmacologic treatment,
but PMHNPs may need more training and supervision over and above that which they have received to provide comparable care.
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Penn State College of Medicine MD Curriculum. Accessed 9/19/2022.
https://students.med.psu.edu/md-curriculum/
Educational Objective
1. Evaluate general psychiatry residency website videos and the content they provide to prospective applicants for all programs throughout the United States.
2. Analyze content and trends in recruitment videos for all general US psychiatry residency programs nationally to determine commonalities across videos or potential areas of improvement.
3. Compare video content for all general psychiatry residency programs nationally to the best practices for video-based branding made by the Journal of Graduate Medical Education (JGME) in January 2021.

Practice Gap
The presence of residency website videos has become increasingly important during the COVID-19 pandemic due to all residency program interviews being conducted virtually. Videos can offer insight into program content and guide decision making, potentially reducing inappropriate applications and therefore costs. While residency program videos have been evaluated for other specialties, no such evaluation has been completed in psychiatry.

With continued uncertainty surrounding if or when residency interviews will return to being in-person, residency websites and their videos will remain an important tool for programs to showcase themselves. The Journal of Graduate Medical Education (JGME) published best practices for video-based branding in January 2021 to help assist programs in this endeavor. This study will be the first to assess psychiatry residency program recruitment videos and will also determine if they are in line with the best practices listed by the jCGME.

Methods
Residency program recruitment videos of all general psychiatry residency programs with websites were evaluated systematically between August 2022 through present. Program videos were all assessed for certain qualities including: 1) length of videos, 2) number of videos, 3) individuals featured in the videos (current residents, faculty, program directors, chair, and/or alumni), and 4) video content (neighborhood/regional tour, practice setting tour, examples of didactics or grand rounds, diversity initiatives, wellness initiatives, extracurricular organizations, resident social events, “day in the life” videos). A complete list of residency programs was obtained through the American...
Medical Association (AMA) FREIDA Residency Program Database. Multiple-board programs (e.g. internal medicine-psychiatry), military programs, programs without websites, and new programs not yet open for recruitment were excluded from the study. Out of 295 general psychiatry residency programs listed on the FREIDA website, 281 were assessed and 14 were excluded for the reasons delineated above. Each program’s website was qualitatively assessed independently by two separate authors, with discrepancies reviewed and decided by a third author. This study and its methodology were approved and declared exempt by the KUMC institutional review board (IRB).

Results
The final data set is being reviewed for quality assurance, though preliminary results were analyzed. The final data set will be available in time for the AADPRT Annual Meeting. Approximately half of US general psychiatry residency programs include videos. These videos varied in length, with most frequent being between two to three minutes (20%), followed by four to five minutes (18%), with nearly two-thirds of all videos between one to five minutes. No preliminary trends in video length were noticed between regions. Residents were the most frequently represented subject of videos (88%), followed closely by program directors (78%), with less than half of videos including the department chair, faculty, or alumni. Most frequent content displayed was program setting (clinic and hospital footage) in approximately 9/10 videos, with regional footage (town and neighborhood) being the only other content present in more than half of videos. Just under half of programs discussed diversity and a majority of programs (<90%) did not include examples of didactics/grand rounds or "day in the life" videos. Further analysis will be completed after data verification to analyze trends and differences based on program geographic region and setting (ie university vs community affiliation).

Conclusions
The quantity of recruitment videos and the quality of their content varied across programs. Overall, one of the main conclusions drawn from this analysis is that approximately half of the general psychiatry residency programs do not have a recruitment video on their website in the era of virtual interviews. Of those with videos, less than half of them include at least three out of five subjects and five out of eight content domains identified by the 2021 JGME best-practices. Full analysis and comparison of trends will be available by the time of the AADPRT Annual Meeting. The findings from this study will assist in identifying trends or potential areas of improvement within psychiatry residency recruitment videos. Given the virtual nature of residency interviews, evaluating these videos and highlighting content gaps will be beneficial for both programs and their prospective applicants.
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Encouraging and Motivating the Scholarly Mind: A Unique Intervention to Improve Research Literacy and Productivity in a Community Program

Educational Objective
1. To introduce a unique modality of Research Training for Residents
2. To discuss barriers to research training in community settings with limited resources.

Practice Gap
Research literacy and training is increasingly important for trainees in today's day and age. However, community-based training programs often have fewer financial resources and also may have other obstacles including high service needs for residents and staff shortages. Research training and creating a culture stimulating research remains a challenge at these programs. Research literacy is a core competency as per ACGME and is extremely important for evidence based care. Our poster will focus on a unique intervention collaboratively created by the Program Director and residents at an inner-city community hospital to address the need for research training for residents. At our program, trainees were interested and enthusiastic about research work, but did not have the requisite training or exposure.

Methods
To respond to this need, our Department of Psychiatry developed a Research Lab with four individualized Special Interest Group (SIGs). Each Special Interest Group was led by trainees who were knowledgeable about different research modalities and processes. The SIGs met once a month officially and all project members met bi-weekly with peer supervisors with experience in research modalities. During these modalities, deadlines were monitored, new ideas discussed and methodologies developed and discussion was carried out on where and how to publish the project.

Our study will gather ACGME data on scholarly work reported by the program pre the intervention of the research lab and compare this to the research output by residents and faculty post the intervention. We will report output in the following categories: posters, paper presentations, grand rounds, peer reviewed publications and book chapters.

Results
Data will mostly be survey data and program research productivity data based off of data reported to ACGME gathered pre and post the intervention.
Conclusions
The research lab has had a successful initiation by permitting increased research interest, group discussion and supervision to develop nascent ideas into concrete projects and enabling monitoring of deadlines to permit timely submission of projects. There has been an evident uptick in the number of scholarly work completed by residents and overall research thinking. Our next steps will involve expansion of the research lab to encourage research which is more quantitative and establishing modules which residents can use to develop their own projects via the research training they receive in these modules.
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Title
Using Representation Quotients to Examine Trends in Representation of Racial/Ethnic and Gender Identity Groups Applying and Matriculating into U.S. Psychiatry Residency Programs

Primary Category
Research and Scholarship

Presenters
Mitch Otu, MBA, MD, The Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University
Elijah Persad-Paisley, BA, The Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University
Saba Paracha, N/A, The Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University
Alesia Antoine, DO, MSc, The Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University

Educational Objective
- Compare the racial/ethnic and gender identity composition of U.S. medical school graduates to the composition of applicants to and matriculants of U.S. psychiatry residency programs.
- Identify disparities seen in the differences between the racial/ethnic composition of U.S. medical school graduates compared to the composition of applicants to and matriculants of U.S. psychiatry residency programs.
- Advocate for the inclusion of non-binary gender identity options in the collection of data from medical students and residents.

Practice Gap
Minority representation in U.S. medical schools has increased after recent efforts by the Association of American Medical Colleges to improve diversity in the physician workforce. It is unclear whether the composition of psychiatry residency programs has reflected the changes seen in the residency pipeline over time. Studies have examined trends in racial/ethnic and gender identity composition among psychiatry programs, but none have considered these trends in relation to the composition of medical school classes.

Methods
Reports on race/ethnicity and gender for U.S. medical school graduates, and all psychiatry residency applicants and matriculants were obtained for years 2010-2018. Racial/ethnic groups included Asian, Black, Hispanic, and White; gender identity groups included men and women. The proportion of each racial/ethnic and gender identity in the psychiatry residency applicant and matriculant cohorts were divided by a denominator of their proportion in the corresponding medical school graduating class to produce representation quotients (RQapp and RQmat, respectively). An RQ that approximates 1 suggests proportional representation of a given identity; an RQ > 1 indicates overrepresentation, and an RQ < 1 indicates underrepresentation. Mann–Whitney U testing was used to evaluate for differences between RQapp and RQmat values within a given identity with p<0.05 being deemed significant.
Results
All racial/ethnic and gender identities applied to psychiatry residencies in higher proportions than their distribution in medical schools, except for White men (RQapp=0.47) and White women (RQapp=0.50). Among matriculants, most groups had an RQmat greater than 1, except for White men (RQmat=0.80) and White individuals in general (RQmat=0.89). Despite having the highest average representation among all psychiatry applicants, Black men experienced the largest decrease in representation when comparing applicants to matriculants (RQapp=2.19 vs. RQmat=1.03; p<0.0001). Interestingly, while women and men across all races/ethnicities applied to psychiatry residencies in proportion with their medical school population (RQapp=0.99 vs. RQapp=1.01; p=0.11), women matriculated into psychiatry residencies in greater proportions than men (RQmat=1.11 vs. RQapp=0.90; p<0.0001).

Conclusions
These data suggest that Black male medical students have a relatively high interest in applying to psychiatry but face obstacles to matriculating into psychiatry residency programs. Additionally, the binary gender classification in the data hinders our ability to identify trends in the representation of gender identity minorities over time. To ensure that the field of psychiatry continues to move closer to equitable racial/ethnic and gender identity representation, these data (and lack of data) imply the need for greater support for Black men as they navigate the residency application process and for the inclusion of non-binary gender identities in the collection of data from medical students and residents.
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Title
The Impact of “VIP” Patient Status on Medical Education and Equitable Health Care: A Resident-Led Quality Improvement Initiative

Primary Category
Teaching, Supervision, Pedagogy

Presenters
Melissa Arbuckle, MD, PhD, Columbia University/New York State Psychiatric Institute
Deirdre Caffrey, MD, Columbia University/New York State Psychiatric Institute
Catherine Castro, MD, Columbia University/New York State Psychiatric Institute
Kavin Fatehchand, PhD, MD, Columbia University/New York State Psychiatric Institute
Destiny Price, MD, Columbia University/New York State Psychiatric Institute

Educational Objective
After reviewing this poster, participants will be able to:

1. Identify 4 ways in which labeling patients a “very important person” or “VIP” and providing preferential treatment to these designated patients can compromise patient care and ethical principles and perpetuate social injustice

2. List 3 ways in which “VIP” designation and preferential treatment practices can negatively impact resident education and wellness

3. Delineate steps that can be taken to eliminate “VIP” designation and patient care as part of larger initiatives to address inequities and racism in healthcare

Practice Gap
Patients are considered to have “very important person” or “VIP” status when they are given special health care privileges because of their position in society or socioeconomic strata [1-5]. Common pitfalls of “VIP” patient care are well-documented in the literature [1-5]. However, there is little published research on the prevalence of these practices in academic institutions, their impact on residency education and wellness, and their impact on individual and systems-level bias, structural racism, and healthcare disparities. Further, although patients designated “VIP” are encountered in training and clinical settings, formal education and quality improvement initiatives which aim to simultaneously unveil and reduce harmful “VIP” patient practices may not readily exist. This resident-led initiative aims to address this gap by examining these practices and their impact on patient safety, resident wellness, and ethical and equitable care practices.

Methods
As part of ongoing residency training quality improvement, second-year residents created an anonymous online survey distributed to residents throughout the residency program, which consisted of 22 questions inquiring about residents’ experience with “VIP” patient care. “VIP” patients were defined as patients verbally designated as “VIP” during clinical discussions. Direct
involvement in “VIP” care was defined as being the resident assigned to the case. Indirect exposure was defined as witnessing “VIP” care while in the clinical setting without direct involvement. Multiple domains were assessed including perceived impact on clinical care, patient safety, ethical and equitable care practices, and resident education and wellness. Data collected was aggregated and free text responses were assessed for common themes using content and narrative qualitative analysis. The results were shared during a seminar for residents, faculty, and hospital leaders.

Results
Twenty-four residents across all training years (52% of all adult psychiatry residents) completed the survey. Of respondents, 70% reported experiencing direct involvement in “VIP” patient care and 30% reported indirect exposure to “VIP” patient care. Among respondents who reported directly caring for “VIP” designated patients, 70% felt they learned less psychiatry compared to standard patient care and 70% felt medical decision-making was compromised and deviated from standard of care. Of all respondents, 57% reported that being directly or indirectly involved in “VIP” care affected resident wellness. Among these respondents, 70% reported witnessing co-residents experiencing burn-out while caring for “VIP” designated patients, 50% reported questioning their sense of professional boundaries or being asked to cross these boundaries, 55% reported that their work-life balance suffered, and 35% reported frequently feeling overwhelmed and without sufficient support. Residents also reported that “VIP” care appeared to worsen disparities in access to care that reinforce structural racism and disparate health outcomes for low-income and minoritized patients.

Program and Leadership Response
Residents received overwhelming support for this research initiative and their advocacy efforts. After a review of the data, department-wide steps were taken to sustainably address “VIP” care practices including: A) a call to eliminate “VIP” patient labels in all clinical settings; B) discontinuation of resident involvement in the care of patients either explicitly labeled “VIP” or for whom preferential treatment is requested; C) creation of communication guidelines/policies for acute care referrals for patients with a special relationship to the hospital; and D) development of an anonymous tool for reporting violations of these guidelines.

Conclusions
Most residents experienced “VIP” care in the psychiatry services at one urban academic hospital. Residents perceived that “VIP” practices compromise patient care and key ethical principles, perpetuate bias and unintended discriminatory practices that reinforce structural racism and disparate health outcomes, and negatively impact resident education and wellness. This initiative suggests that focused resident-led scholarly work can lead to hospital-wide change. Future work could include ongoing analysis of survey themes for quality and improvement efforts, administering longitudinal resident surveys, and expanding survey collection to faculty, staff as well as other institutions. More research is needed to study the prevalence and impact of “VIP” care as well as barriers to its elimination. Further, a training gap and potential opportunity exists to provide residents direct supervision and teaching in ethically managing care for patients with disproportionate privilege and access to care. Larger efforts to examine and combat preferential treatment practices could help trainees learn how to become more socially-minded clinicians and play an important role in the creation of a more equitable and socially-just healthcare system.
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Title
Psychiatry and Reproductive Care in a Post-Roe World

Primary Category
Teaching, Supervision, Pedagogy

Presenters
Daniel Daunis, MD, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Katherin Sudol, MD, Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Educational Objective
- Educate residents on methods for accessing birth control and travel for needed reproductive care.
- Increased psychiatry residents knowledge and comfort in providing reproductive care to patients in a mental health setting

Practice Gap
With their ruling in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed the landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade decision that granted women the right to abortion. The Tennessee Human Life Protection Act which went into effect August 25, 2022, bans all abortions after fertilization has occurred, with no exceptions for rape or incest. In cases where the life of the pregnant patient is at risk, an affirmative defense will be applied, leaving providers who perform these abortions at risk of criminal charges. Psychiatrists will inevitably find themselves caring for patients impacted by the above laws. When that happens, it is imperative that psychiatrists are prepared to provide appropriate care regarding reproductive health. The purpose of this project is to improve the comfort and readiness of psychiatry residents and attendings to work at the intersection of mental and reproductive healthcare.

Methods
In the aftermath of the Dobbs v. Jackson decision, the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Vanderbilt University Medical Center offered guidelines with five actionable items for the VUMC community to address. These included: 1) expanding access to birth control for patients of reproductive age, 2) assembling resources for those who choose to travel out of state to obtain abortions, 3) assembling resources for those who choose to continue their pregnancy but may face socioeconomic obstacles in caring for their child, 4) preparing to care for the physical and mental health of patients carrying fetuses with lethal abnormalities 5) preparing to care for the physical and mental health of patients with miscarriages, pregnancy complications, and self-induced abortions.

Results
The project will consist of an initial survey assessing comfort and knowledge related to the five categories of reproductive care outlined above, followed by an educational series that addresses clinical issues relevant to each category. This series will be delivered by an interdisciplinary panel of speakers which will include physicians (representing Ob/Gyn and psychiatry), an infant and
pregnancy loss doula, and representatives of the legal and social work departments. The educational series will then be followed by another survey re-assessing knowledge and comfort.

Pre and post survey data regarding the effectiveness of dedicated teaching and training on education and skills in reproductive health.

**Conclusions**
The goal is to help psychiatrists become comfortable addressing reproductive health matters as part of mental health care.
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Title
Keeping Count: Implementation of Centralized Resident Census

Primary Category
Teaching, Supervision, Pedagogy

Presenters
Elina Drits, DO, Hofstra Northwell-Staten Island University Hospital
Erika Jakobson, DO, Hofstra Northwell-Staten Island University Hospital
Michael Jeannette, DO, Hofstra Northwell-Staten Island University Hospital
William Gibbs, MD, Hofstra Northwell-Staten Island University Hospital

Educational Objective
Recognize difficulty in supervising resident patient censuses
Recognize an option for oversight of resident censuses
Review benefits and limitations of implementing a centralized resident patient census

Practice Gap
The integration of residents in an outpatient psychiatric clinic presents a number of logistical challenges. There is a need to balance patient needs with an adequate variety of educational experiences for residents, all the while providing adequate supervision.

The temporary nature of residency training also leads to more frequent changes in physicians for patients as residents complete their training and hand off patients, often to other residents. An inadequate sign-out can lead to suboptimal patient care and adverse patient outcomes (1,2). Further, cross-patient coverage during resident absences (due to resident vacations, sick days, etc.) can be especially challenging without an adequate sign-out; unfortunately it is impractical for residents to give a full sign-out prior to each absence, and impossible if an absence is unplanned.

Methods
In order to address the need to provide oversight of balanced caseloads for residents rotating through outpatient clinics, as well as the need for a source of relevant patient information for cross-coverage purposes and sign-outs, a centralized census spreadsheet document was created. In support of the principle that simple solutions can often lead to significant differences, this spreadsheet is a live document that is PHI-secure and is shared through Microsoft OneDrive, with access to the document granted to residents on outpatient rotations as well as to clinical supervisors, chief residents, and administration. Information included on this census sheet includes patient demographic information, a list current medications, and a brief clinical description of each patient along with any additional clinically relevant information. Each resident is assigned an individual tab on the spreadsheet for clear demarcation.
Results
Feedback on the implementation of this centralized census sheet so far has been that it has been helpful for covering for residents during absences, given that useful patient information is easily accessible. Further feedback has been that the census sheet is anticipated to be useful for managing patient sign-outs for resident year-end transfer. We plan to survey residents about the end-of-year handoff transition comparison between the previous academic year’s transition and the upcoming one so as to determine if it does help ease the signout process and overall transition.

Challenges in the ongoing implementation of the centralized census spreadsheet have largely been in ensuring that residents are keeping their individual lists up to date. Residents’ feedback with regards to why this has been more challenging have mentioned that it was difficult to maintain an updated list due to the feeling there is little time to do so and that it feels like an additional task to be completed on top of a busy workload.

Conclusions
A centralized census spreadsheet was implemented for residents which has been helpful for coverage and signout purposes and is anticipated to be useful in resident end-of-year transfers. However, the spreadsheet loses much of its value as a live, centralized document for emergency coverage and for the purpose of oversight for maintaining a good caseload and variety of pathology if it is not kept updated frequently enough to reflect latest changes with patients. In order to address this, if frequent reminders are not sufficient, one possible next step would be to implement dedicated weekly time for residents to update their lists.

Upcoming implementations utilizing the centralized census include continuing to use up-to-date census data to create more varied casemixes for residents as different new patient intakes can be prioritized to go to specific residents based on their current case mixes, and to some degree, resident-specific interests. This is planned to be a model of ongoing feedback from both residents and attending supervisors, with incorporation of this feedback into improvements to the way the census can be utilized and implemented.
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Lessons Learned from a “Stroll and Scroll” Experiential Learning Activity

Upon completion of the poster review, participants will be able to: 1) Understand the concept of experiential learning and the benefits of this method of teaching for improving trainees understanding of cultural preferences and social determinants of mental health. 2) Know a particular method of providing this education to PGY-1 residents. 3) Identify possible ways to improve upon experiential learning that can better achieve the underlying goals of the social determinants of mental health curriculum.

Training residents to understand the social determinants of mental health that their patients face is an important part of training that can contribute to reductions of implicit bias and increase therapeutic alliance with patients. Providing trainees with an experiential learning session exploring the neighborhood they practice in can be an important part of this process and can foster increased comfort and competency in treating their patient population. While some studies have been published about neighborhood tours or similar workshops as part of residency curricula, there is no published model curricula, and different approaches need to be explored. This study aims to add to these few existing reports by evaluating the effectiveness of a bus tour of the neighborhood, focused on areas of high substance use and resource points during orientation.

Incoming interns were taken on a bus tour of the neighborhood as part of their orientation activities, guided by a peer recovery specialist who could provide context to the tour through lived experience. The neighborhood is low income with a large unhoused population including many people with substance use disorders, in particular opioid use disorder. The tour highlighted recovery resources in the neighborhood as well as exposing them to areas with high levels of drug exchange and usage. Following the tour, the interns were sent a four question anonymous survey asking them to rate their comfort with their knowledge of the neighborhood and their comfort with treating patients from the neighborhood on a five point Likert scale ranging from “very uncomfortable” to “very comfortable,” as well as to describe their overall impression of the tour and to offer suggestions for the following year.
Results
Eleven of the twelve first year residents responded to the survey. For the question of how comfortable they felt in their knowledge of the neighborhood, one (9%) said “uncomfortable,” four (36%) said “neutral,” five (45%) said “comfortable,” and one (9%) said “very comfortable.” In terms of how comfortable they felt treating patients from the neighborhood following the tour, one (9%) said “uncomfortable,” five (45%) said “neutral,” four (36%) said “comfortable,” and one (9%) said “very comfortable.” The majority of respondents had a positive overall impression of the bus tour, remarking that it was a good opportunity to familiarize themselves with the neighborhood and the living conditions of the patient population, as well as the resources available in the neighborhood. One respondent commented that the tour was “a bit voyeuristic” and a second respondent was unable to hear the tour guide. Respondents suggestions for next year included adding a volunteering component and having an educational session before the tour to go over the history and demographics of the neighborhood.

Conclusions
This study demonstrates that the majority of incoming residents viewed the orientation activity positively, with 54% of residents saying the felt “comfortable” or “very comfortable” in their knowledge of the neighborhood following the tour and 54% of residents saying they felt “comfortable” or “very comfortable” treating patients from the neighborhood following the tour. The residents’ comments on their overall impression showed that they found it useful, while also offering useful feedback for the activity for next year. In particular, the criticism that the tour felt voyeuristic may be addressed by adding a participatory component such as volunteering.
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Title
Empowering empathy: A 30-minute resident-led training in verbal de-escalation** Prepared by a trainee with mentorship from PD/faculty

Primary Category
Teaching, Supervision, Pedagogy

Presenters
Brian Evans, BS, DO, FAPA, University of Cincinnati
Melissa Wagner, MD, PhD,
Claire Meikle, MD, PhD,

Educational Objective
1. List the steps of basic de-escalation of agitated patients in the psychiatric setting.
2. Identify benefits of de-escalation for patients, clinicians, and medical systems.
3. Describe implementation strategies to train learners and staff on inpatient psychiatric units.

Practice Gap
De-escalation is the use of verbal and non-verbal techniques to maintain staff and patient safety with the goal of helping the patient calm themselves1. De-escalation can improve the patient-clinician relationship, reduce restraint and emergency medication usage, and ultimately lead to better patient outcomes. De-escalation often involves the clinician 1) listening to the patient, 2) agreeing with or validating the patient’s position, 3) stating what the clinician wants the patient to do, then 4) repeating these steps2. Adequate training improves de-escalation outcomes. De-escalation is especially important as using medication can paradoxically lead to more agitation and aggressive behavior. Meta-analysis indicates that de-escalation training in the inpatient psychiatric setting can increase knowledge, confidence, and performance of de-escalation techniques, and can significantly reduce risk of restraint, assault, and severity of assault3,4.

Methods
A literature review was conducted to determine best practices in de-escalation. The best-supported trainings include problem identification and when to intervene, ensuring safety pre-intervention, non-provocative verbal and non-verbal behavior, specific interpersonal strategies, challenging aggressive behavior and setting limits, and cognitive-affective components. This quality improvement project included developing and implementing a 30-minute resident-led training for interns and learners on the inpatient psychiatric unit, with the goal of increasing understanding of agitation and improving de-escalation skills. We developed a 30-minute interactive session including these components and structured around the Project Beta guidelines2. The session reviewed agitation, reasons to de-escalate, and the 10 domains of verbal de-escalation. Twenty-five volunteer learners, including residents and medical students, were surveyed before and after the session. Survey questions evaluated learner perception of training, learner skills, and learner confidence. They also inventoried learner emotional responses to agitated patients and evaluated effectiveness of the training. Responses were scored on a 5-point Likert scale, with “Strongly Disagree” corresponding to 1 point and “Strongly Agree” corresponding to 5 points. Participants
were also asked to select from a list of emotions. Totals were tallied across participants. Paired T-tests were used to compare pre- and post-survey responses. Chi-square analyses were used to evaluate qualitative data.

Results
The 30-minute de-escalation training session significantly improved participant perception of adequacy of training, understanding of agitation, and confidence in de-escalation skills. On average, participants disagreed with the statement, “I have received adequate training in de-escalation” on the pre-test and agreed on the post-test (p < 0.001). The session improved perceived understanding of why patients can become aggressive (p < 0.001), confidence in de-escalation skills (p < 0.001), ability to stay calm when faced with aggressive behavior (p = 0.002), ability to maintain rapport during de-escalation (p < 0.001), and understanding of patient needs during de-escalation (p < 0.001). While not significant, fewer participants reported experiencing negative emotions including fear, anger, and blame when faced with aggressive behavior, and more participants reported positive emotions including compassion and empathy. Participants were also asked to evaluate the session on the post-test survey using the same Likert scale. Overall, the session scored 4.68 out of 5 in improving participants’ perceived ability to perform de-escalation safely and effectively.

Conclusions
Verbal de-escalation improves patient outcomes, reduces hospital costs, and maintains safety in the inpatient psychiatric setting. In just 30 minutes, learners can effectively educate one another about de-escalation techniques and improve confidence and understanding of the agitated patient. This session is cost-effective, brief, and can be easily tailored to benefit a variety of audiences. In the future, we plan to tailor this session to nursing and staff on inpatient psychiatry units and implement quarterly training. We also plan to track agitation, emergency medications, and seclusion and restraint events before and after implementation of the training sessions to evaluate efficacy in terms of patient outcomes.
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Title
Brief Contingency Management Training for Methamphetamine and Opiate Use Disorders: Combating Stigma through Education

Primary Category
Teaching, Supervision, Pedagogy

Presenters
Stephanie Cho, MD,MS, University of Southern California/LAC+USC
David Edberg, MA,MD, University of Southern California/LAC+USC

Educational Objective
1) Describe how psychiatric provider stigma impacts the likelihood of providing contingency management (CM) treatment for substance use disorders.
2) Evaluate the effect of a brief CM training course on Psychiatry trainees’ understanding of, confidence with, and willingness to provide or advocate for CM.
3) Evaluate the impact of a brief CM course on reducing trainee stigma associated with CM.

Practice Gap
Though growing evidence supports contingency management (CM) as an effective treatment strategy for methamphetamine and opiate use disorders (1), widespread clinical use of CM has been limited, in part due to provider stigma toward CM (2). Training and education on CM during residency training may alleviate this treatment gap, as educational interventions can play a role in effecting positive attitudinal change in healthcare providers (3). However, a 2018 study by the AADPRT Addictions Taskforce identified broad gaps in addiction training, with surveyed residency programs requesting accessible training resources (4). We hypothesize that adding a brief, focused CM training for Psychiatry trainees may not only improve trainee knowledge and confidence utilizing CM, but also reduce related stigma.

Methods
University of Southern California Psychiatry trainees will engage in a single, in-person, 60-minute CM training. The session will include a traditional lecture to provide foundational information, paired with an interactive role-play case vignette designed to help residents practice clinical decision-making, promoting engagement and knowledge retention. Anonymous surveys will be administered to participants immediately prior to the session, and again 1-2 hours following completion of the activity. De-identified codes will be used to match pre- and post-didactic survey responses. Surveys items will use Likert-type scales to assess participants’ knowledge of, confidence with, and motivation to utilize CM, as well as stigma associated with CM. Items to assess stigma will be adapted from prior stigma research (2,5) to specifically assess trainees’ recognition of community stigma towards substance use disorder (SUD) patients, trust of SUD patients, judgement of whether SUD patients should be given “prizes” for meeting treatment goals, and objective assessment of potentially infantilizing views of SUD patients.
Results
IRB proposal is in the process of submission. Upon IRB approval, the educational activity will be conducted, and survey data will be collected by January 2023. With statistician assistance, the data will be analyzed using paired T-tests and descriptive statistics to assess for post-test changes to survey items.

Conclusions
Stigma and limited understanding of contingency management continue to be barriers to equitable care for people with substance use disorders. Brief interventions primarily designed to educate and trainees on CM are a potential strategy to improve resident knowledge, role adequacy, motivation, and personal views.
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Title
Returning Physicians (residents and faculty) to Wellness One by One: An Innovative Approach

Primary Category
Wellness, Burnout, Resilience

Presenters
Sumru Bilge-Johnson, MD, Northeast Ohio Medical University

Educational Objective
1. To underscore the need for physicians to have safe, individualized access to mental health care
2. To present steps of our innovative pathway to bring mental health treatment to residents and faculty and our data since conception
3. To present the ways to decrease stigma and barriers among physicians to reach mental health treatment
4. To offer an active, dynamic model of such care provision as a joint venture between two community hospitals

Practice Gap
Previous studies show that the rates of burnout in medical residents range from 41% - 75%. Suicide rates for physicians are two times higher than those of the general population, with up to 400 physicians dying by suicide annually.

Burnout, stress, and poorer quality of life ratings are associated with a host of negative outcomes, including reduced quality of patient care, medical errors, lower In-Training Examination scores, and intent to leave the medical profession entirely.

Despite these alarming statistics and potentially devastating consequences, many residents and faculty are reluctant to seek much-needed mental health treatment. This is due to stigma, potential of having to disclose to licensure and credentialing boards, concerns that use of an electronic medical record would compromise confidentiality, and fear of negative evaluations or workplace discrimination.

We have created an innovative pathway to providing barrier-free mental healthcare to medical residents, fellows, and faculty.

Methods
To define the conditions under which potential physician clients would most likely access services, we invited interested house staff to gather voluntarily and discuss personal and logistical barriers to their likelihood to engage mental health services. These were detailed and considered and shared with the hospital legal team to assess the possibility of them being actualized. An administrative gathering occurred that included legal, the DIO and Department Chairman of Psychiatry. As this idea was shared, another hospital’s CMO joined the discussion, which eventually also included that hospital’s DIO and legal counsel. Financial support was pledged by each hospital, including
contributions from funds designated for wellness programs from the GME Committees and individual departments who expressed enthusiasm for the project and its goal to offer services at no charge, with strict confidentiality protections, and no access from the hospitals’ electronic medical records. A legal entity with its own governing board, Akron Physician Wellness Initiative (APWI), a non-profit organization, was created. A full-time psychologist and part-time psychiatrist were hired to devote clinical time, originally to house staff only, but with growth two full-time psychologists and several consulting psychiatrists joined, and the mental health services also expanded to include fellows, and all medical staff at both hospitals including attending physicians and APRN’s. With the expanded staff, inclusion of several levels of care, including outpatient, PHP, IOP, and inpatient became possible. Board meetings have been held once per month, and case conferences including quality assurance have been held weekly. Following the use of “opt out” initial meetings with all new house staff, communication about these free mental health services has improved and participation has grown. Outcome measures have become possible to start being collected using the ACORN 11, as well as consideration of gathering feedback from recipients of these services and those who may refer individuals to Akron Physician Wellness Initiative.

Results
200 providers have enrolled for behavioral health services at APWI as of 8/31/22, and growth has remained steady across time. In addition, for the 2021-2022 academic year, 48 first-year house staff attended opt-out orientation visits (approximately 64.6% of those who were scheduled). Of the providers in treatment, 52% are residents, 26% are faculty physicians, 15% are advanced practice providers, and 7% are fellows. 27 different medical specialties are represented by our clientele, with the greatest numbers being from general pediatrics, internal medicine, and family medicine. 64.9% of clients are engaged with psychology only, 21.6% see both psychiatry and psychology, and 13.4% psychiatry only. Clinical outcomes have been measured by the ACORN-11, a brief symptom checklist administered at intake (T1), at session 4/5 (T2), and again at session 10 (T3). Scores on the measure range from 0 – 44, with greater scores indicating greater symptoms and distress. Average scores are as follows: T1 (N = 133) = 17.1; T2 (N = 41) = 14.17, and T3 (N = 9) = 12.8.

Evidence of APWI’s success at reducing barriers to treatment comes from feedback received by our clients. A full 46.3% of them report that if APWI had not existed, they would not have sought behavioral health treatment. 32.7% of clients say that APWI was recommended to them by a colleague, 21.5% were referred by someone in hospital leadership, and 20.5% by someone else in the workplace. In other words, 75% of clients hear about APWI via word-of-mouth. (As this program is continuing to grow, we will add the latest data in February.)

Conclusions
Creating an innovative clinical practice entity devoted exclusively to the provision of mental health care to physicians is a powerful source of relief and intervention. The success of this service is interdependent upon a number of factors, including the elimination of access barriers, the shared vision of practitioners and those governing, and the ongoing collaboration between hospital Graduate Medical Education Departments and hospital administrative leadership. The mobilization of legal and financial supports is essential. Those receiving these services experience a unique intensity of individualized help and contribute beyond measure to a healthier training and practice community, and directly counter the isolation, burnout and suicide risk in this population. Having this kind of program could improve faculty retention, and recruitment efforts as well.
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Title
Exploring Factors Associated with Resident Wellness During the COVID-19 Pandemic: A Qualitative Study

Primary Category
Wellness, Burnout, Resilience

Presenters
Shawen Ilaria, MD, Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School

Educational Objective
- Describe a weekly small group session for internal medicine residents delivered by a psychiatry faculty member
- Present outcomes of Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) scores among our group of internal medicine residents
- Explore barriers and facilitators to resident wellness while training during a pandemic by analyzing qualitative data (open-ended responses)

Practice Gap
Burnout is a well-recognized problem among resident physicians. Multiple prior studies have focused on prevalence of burnout, factors associated with burnout, and interventions to promote wellness. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, factors most commonly associated with resident burnout included work demands, patient care, poor work environments, and lack of work-life balance, among others. During the early stages of the pandemic, severity of disease, hospital visitor restrictions, and uncertainty regarding the novel virus impacted patient care in many ways, including the dynamics of the patient/resident relationship, and introduced new stressors for medical trainees.

In this study, we explored barriers and facilitators to resident wellness while training during a pandemic, and whether certain factors previously described as contributors to burnout may have been amplified or shifted during the pandemic.

Methods
Internal Medicine residents at a university-based program participated in a wellness initiative that included 1-hour small group meetings with a faculty psychiatrist during their ambulatory block (every 5 weeks) to debrief about their patient care experiences in a safe space away from program leadership. Prior to the first session, all residents were invited to complete an anonymous survey that included the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) and two open ended questions about what factors that most positively and negatively influenced their sense of wellness during the academic year: “Since the beginning of this academic year, what has most positively contributed to your sense of wellbeing (include any events, things, people)?” and “Since the beginning of this academic year, what has most negatively impacted your sense of wellbeing (include any events, things, or people)?”.

We examined mean scores for the MBI subscales. Open-ended responses were sorted by question type and themes were identified and defined by the group of investigators. Two investigators then coded the responses using the created and defined themes; disagreements were resolved through discussion. This study was approved by our Institutional Review Board.

Results
A total of 134 residents completed the survey (71 in AY 2020-2021 and 63 in AY 2021-2022, response rates 95% and 89%, respectively). Resident scores on MBI confirmed moderate to high rates of burnout. Many of our residents (78%) had scores that corresponded to high levels of burnout in at least 1 MBI subscale. Overall, mean scores on each of the subscales were 20 (SD 9.5) for emotional exhaustion (correlating with a moderate level of burnout), 18 (SD 9.3) for depersonalization (correlating with a high level of burnout), and 34 (SD 6.7) for personal accomplishment (correlating with a moderate level of burnout).

We identified seven themes for factors positively affecting wellness; the most prevalent themes were personal life (time spent with loved ones, time off, hobbies) mentioned by 48 of 134 participants (35.8%), camaraderie (interaction with co-residents or staff in the workplace) mentioned by 45 of 134 participants (33.5%), and professional satisfaction (improving knowledge and skills or learning and teaching opportunities) mentioned by 21 of 134 participants (15.7%). Of the nine themes identified for factors negatively affecting wellness, the most prevalent themes were negative personal interactions (conflict or hurtful or disrespectful interactions between colleagues, superiors, patients or staff) mentioned by 35 of 134 participants (26.1%), residency program (program culture, expectations, structure or leadership) mentioned by 31 of 134 participants (23.1%), and work intensity (excessive workload or work schedule) mentioned by 31 of 134 participants (23.1%).

Conclusions
Despite high rates of burnout among our surveyed residents, qualitative comments revealed more specifically that certain elements, such as camaraderie with their peers and satisfaction with aspects of their career, supported wellness. Prior research on resident wellness has similarly indicated that social relatedness through positive colleague relationships were associated with greater wellbeing. This qualitative study elaborated on these findings by highlighting what aspects of social interaction made the greatest impression. More specifically, bonding over shared experiences in the workplace, meals with colleagues, and time together outside of work were reported as particularly rewarding. Residents also elucidated that feeling competent in the workplace, through teaching medical students, being appreciated by a supervisor, or improving one’s own medical knowledge and clinical skills, promoted wellness. These comments suggest that there are elements within work satisfaction that may be redeeming even when experiencing burnout.

Not surprisingly, the residents in our study indicated that work intensity was heightened during the COVID pandemic, which served as a significant source of stress. Administrative burdens, personal stressors, and aspects of the residency program itself, including the structure of rotations or general expectations, were other sources of burnout that perhaps during non-pandemic times could have been more rapidly addressed. Many reported significant stress from working with more critically ill patients and experiencing more patient deaths than they had prior to the pandemic. A unique
stressor we found was the tensions that the pandemic may have created in resident-patient relationships and resident-attending relationships. Many of our residents reported that patients acting rude or not appreciating the care they were receiving (perhaps out of patients’ own heightened COVID stressors, or lack of family support due to visitor restrictions during the pandemic) took away the “satisfaction” that is often derived from contributing to patient care and positive patient outcomes. Similarly, attendings, likely experiencing their own burnout, may not have been as supportive or focused on training residents as their own coping resources were depleted. In summary, our qualitative findings more specifically elucidate what practices promoted and decreased wellness, which may help make structured wellness programs more effective.
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